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Abstract. Modern Internet services often achieve scalability and availability by
relying on large-scale distributed databases that provide consistency models for
transactions weaker than serialisability. We investigate the classical problem of
transaction chopping for a promising consistency model in this class—parallel
snapshot isolation (PSI), which weakens the classical snapshot isolation to al-
low more efficient large-scale implementations. Namely, we propose a criterion
for checking when a set of transactions executing on PSI can be chopped into
smaller pieces without introducing new behaviours, thus improving efficiency.
We find that our criterion is more permissive than the existing one for chopping
serialisable transactions. To establish our criterion, we propose a novel declara-
tive specification of PSI that does not refer to implementation-level concepts and,
thus, allows reasoning about the behaviour of PSI databases more easily. Our re-
sults contribute to building a theory of consistency models for modern large-scale
databases.

1 Introduction
Modern Internet services often achieve scalability and availability by relying on
databases that replicate data across a large number of nodes and/or a wide geographi-
cal span [17, 21, 24]. The database clients can execute transactions on the data at any
of the replicas, which communicate changes to each other using message passing. Ide-
ally, we want this distributed system to provide strong guarantees about transaction
processing, such as serialisability [9]. Unfortunately, achieving this requires excessive
synchronisation among replicas, which increases latency and limits scalability [1, 14].
For this reason, modern large-scale databases often provide weaker consistency mod-
els that allow non-serialisable behaviours, called anomalies. Recent years have seen a
plethora of consistency model proposals that make different trade-offs between consis-
tency and performance [6, 7, 19, 21]. Unfortunately, whereas transactional consistency
models have been well-studied in the settings of smaller-scale databases [2, 12, 20] and
transactional memory [5, 11, 13, 15], models for large-scale distributed databases are
poorly understood. In particular, we currently lack a rich theory that would guide pro-
grammers in using such models correctly and efficiently.

In this paper we make a step towards building such a theory by investigating the
classical problem of transaction chopping [20] for a promising consistency model of
parallel snapshot isolation (PSI) [21]. PSI weakens the classical snapshot isolation
(SI) [8] in a way that allows more efficient large-scale implementations. Like in SI, a
transaction in PSI reads values of objects in the database from a snapshot taken at its
start. Like SI, PSI precludes write conflicts: when two concurrent transactions write



(a) Original transactions.

txn lookup(acct) {
return acct.balance; }

txn transfer(acct1,acct2,amnt) {
acct1.balance -= amnt;
acct2.balance += amnt; }

(c) An additional transaction making
the chopping incorrect.

txn lookup2(acct1,acct2) {
return acct1.balance+acct2.balance }

(b) A chopping of transfer (lookup is
left as is).

txn withdraw(acct,amnt) {
acct.balance -= amnt; }

txn deposit(acct,amnt) {
acct.balance += amnt; }

chain transfer(acct1,acct2,amnt)
{ withdraw(acct1,amnt);

deposit(acct2,amnt); }

Fig. 1. Example of chopping transactions.

to the same object, one of them must abort. A PSI transaction initially commits at a
single replica, after which its effects are propagated asynchronously to other replicas.
Unlike SI, PSI does not enforce a global ordering on committed transactions: these are
propagated between replicas in causal order. This ensures that, if Alice posts a message
that is seen by Bob, and Bob posts a response, no user can see Bob’s response without
also seeing Alice’s original post. However, causal propagation allows two clients to see
concurrent events as occurring in different orders: if Alice and Bob concurrently post
messages, then Carol may initially see Alice’s message, but not Bob’s, and Dave may
see Bob’s message, but not Alice’s.

A common guideline for programmers using relational databases and transactional
memory is to keep transactions as short as possible to maximise performance; long
transactions should be chopped into smaller pieces [3,20,23]. This advice is also appli-
cable to PSI databases: the longer a transaction, the higher the chances that it will abort
due to a write conflict. Unfortunately, the subtle semantics of PSI makes it non-trivial
to see when a transaction can be chopped without introducing undesirable behaviours.
In this paper, we determine conditions that ensure this. In more detail, we assume that
the code of all transactions operating on the database is known. As a toy example, con-
sider the transactions in Figure 1(a), which allow looking up the balance of an account
acct and transferring an amount amnt from an account acct1 to an account acct2
(with a possibility of an overdraft). To improve the efficiency of transfer, we may
chop this transaction into a chain [24] of smaller transactions in Figure 1(b), which the
database will execute in the order given: a withdraw transaction on the account acct1
and a deposit transaction on the account acct2. This chopping is correct in that any
client-observable behaviour of the resulting chains could be produced by the original
unchopped transactions. Intuitively, even though the chopping in Figure 1(b) allows a
database state where amnt is missing from both accounts, a client cannot notice this,
because it can only query the balance of a single account. If we added the transaction
lookup2 in Figure 1(c), which returns the sum of the accounts acct1 and acct2, then



the chopping of transfer would become incorrect: by executing lookup2 a client
could observe the state with amnt missing from both accounts.

We propose a criterion that ensures the correctness of a given chopping of trans-
actions executing on PSI (§5). Our criterion is weaker than the existing criterion for
chopping serialisable transactions by Shasha et al. [20]: weakening consistency allows
more flexibility in optimising transactions. Recent work has shown that transactions
arising in web applications can be chopped in a way that drastically improves their per-
formance when executed in serialisable databases [18, 24]. Our result enables bringing
these benefits to databases providing PSI.

A challenge we have to deal with in proposing a criterion for transaction chop-
ping is that the specification of PSI [21] is given in a low-level operational way, by
an idealised algorithm formulated in terms of implementation-level concepts (§2). This
complicates reasoning about the behaviour of an application using a PSI database and,
in particular, the correctness of a transaction chopping. To deal with this problem, we
propose an alternative axiomatic specification of PSI that defines the consistency model
declaratively by a set of axioms constraining client-visible events (§3). We prove that
our axiomatic specification of PSI is equivalent to the existing operational one (§4).
The axiomatic specification is instrumental in formulating and proving our transaction
chopping criterion.

2 Operational Specification of PSI

We first present an operational specification of PSI, which is a simplification of the one
originally proposed in [21]. It is given as an idealised algorithm that is formulated in
terms of implementation-level concepts, such as replicas and messages, but nevertheless
abstracts from many of the features that a realistic PSI implementation would have.

We consider a database storing objects Obj = {x, y, . . .}, which for simplicity we
assume to be integer-valued. Clients interact with the database by issuing read and
write operations on the objects, grouped into transactions. We identify transactions
by elements of TId = {t0, t1, . . .}. The database system consists of a set of replicas,
identified by RId = {r0, r1, . . .}, each maintaining a copy of all objects. Replicas may
fail by crashing.

All client operations within a given transaction are initially executed at a single
replica (though operations in different transactions can be executed at different replicas).
When a client terminates the transaction, the replica decides whether to commit or abort
it. To simplify the formal development, we assume that every transaction eventually ter-
minates. If the replica decides to commit a transaction, it sends a message to all other
replicas containing the transaction log, which describes the updates done by the trans-
action. The replicas incorporate the updates into their state upon receiving the message.
A transaction log has the form (t, start) (t, write(x1, n1)) . . . (t, write(xk, nk)),
which gives the sequence of values ni ∈ N written to objects xi ∈ Obj by the trans-
action t ∈ TId; the record (t, start) is added for convenience of future definitions.
Transaction logs are ranged over by l, and we denote their set by Log.

We assume that every replica executes transactions locally without interleaving (this
is a simplification in comparison to the original PSI specification [21] that makes the



operation start: operation receive(l): operation abort:
requires Current[r] = ε requires Current[r] = ε requires
t := (unique identifier from TId) requires l = (t, start) · _ Current[r] =
Current[r] := (t, start) Committed[r] = Committed[r] · l (t, start) · _

Current[r] := ε

operation write(x, n): operation commit:
requires Current[r] = (t, start) · _ requires Current[r] = (t, start) · _
Current[r] := Current[r] · (t, write(x, n)) requires ¬∃x, r′, t′. ((t, write(x, _)) ∈ Current[r]) ∧

(r 6= r′) ∧ ((t′, write(x, _)) ∈ Committed[r′]) ∧
operation read(x, n): ((t′, start) 6∈ Committed[r])

requires Current[r] = (t, start) · _ send Current[r] to all other replicas
requires write(x, n) is the last write to x Committed[r] := Committed[r] · Current[r]

in Committed[r] · Current[r] or Current[r] := ε
there is no such write and n = 0

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the idealised PSI algorithm at replica r.

algorithm cleaner). This assumption allows us to maintain the state of a replica r in the
algorithm by:

– Current[r] ∈ Log ∪ {ε}—the log of the (single) transaction currently executing at r
or an empty sequence ε, signifying that no transaction is currently executing; and

– Committed[r] ∈ Log∗—the sequence of logs of transactions that committed at r.

Initially Current[r] = Committed[r] = ε.
We give the pseudocode of the algorithm executing at a replica r in Figure 2. This

describes the effects of operations executed at the replica, which come from the set

Op = {start, receive(l), write(x, n), read(x, n), abort, commit |
l ∈ Log, x ∈ Obj, n ∈ N}

and are ranged over by o. The execution of the operations is atomic and is triggered
by client requests or internal database events, such as messages arriving to the replica.
The requires clauses give conditions under which an operation can be executed. For
convenience of future definitions, operations do not return values. Instead, the value
fetched by a read is recorded as its parameter; as we explain below, the requires clause
for read(x, n) ensures that the operation may only be executed when the value it fetches
is indeed n. We use · for sequence concatenation, ∈ to express that a given record
belongs to a given sequence, and _ for irrelevant expressions.

When a client starts a transaction at the replica r (operation start), the database
assigns it a unique identifier t and initialises Current[r] to signify that t is in progress.
Since we assume that the replica processes transactions serially, in the idealised al-
gorithm the transaction can start only if r is not already executing a transaction, as
expressed by the requires clause. The operation receive(l) executes when the replica
receives a message l with the log of some transaction t, at which point it appends l
to its log of committed transactions. A replica can receive a message only when it is
not executing a transaction. When a client issues a write of n to an object x inside a
transaction t, the corresponding record (t, write(x, n)) is appended to the log of the



start

write(x, post)
commit

t1

start

write(y, reply)
commit

t2

receive(l1) receive(l2)
start

read(y, reply)

t3

read(x, post)
commit

l1 = (t1, start) (t1, write(x, post))

l2 = (t2, start) (t2, write(x, reply))
r1

r2

Fig. 3. An example execution of the operational PSI specification.

current transaction (operation write(x, n)). The requires clause ensures that a write
operation can only be called inside a transaction. A client can read n as the value of an
object x (operation read(x, n)) if it is the most recent value written to x at the replica
according to the log of committed transactions concatenated with the log of the current
one; if there is no such value, the client reads 0 (to simplify examples, in the following
we sometimes assume different initial values).

If the current transaction aborts (operation abort), the Current[r] log is reset to be
empty. Finally, if the current transaction commits (operation commit), its log is sent to
all other replicas, as well as added to the log of committed transactions of the replica
r. Crucially, as expressed by the second requires clause of commit, the database may
commit a transaction t only if it passes the write-conflict detection check: there is no
object x written by t that is also written by a concurrent transaction t′, i.e., a transaction
that has been committed at another replica r′, but whose updates have not yet been
received by r. If this check fails, the only option left for the database is to abort t using
the operation abort.

In the algorithm we make certain assumptions about message delivery between
replicas. First, every message is delivered to every replica at most once. Second, mes-
sage delivery is causal: if a replica sends a message l2 after it sends or receives a
message l1, then every other replica will receive l2 only after it receives or sends l1; in
this case we say that the transaction generating l2 causally depends on the one generat-
ing l1. This is illustrated by the execution of the algorithm depicted in Figure 3: due to
causal delivery, the transaction t3 that reads reply from y is also guaranteed to read post
from x.

The operational specification of PSI is given by all sets of client-database interac-
tions that can arise when executing the implementations of the operations in Figure 2
at each replica in the system. Due to the asynchronous propagation of updates between
replicas, the specification of PSI allows non-serialisable behaviours, called anomalies.
We introduce structures to describe client-database interactions allowed by PSI and
discuss its anomalies while presenting our declarative PSI specification, which is the
subject of the next section.

3 Axiomatic Specification of PSI
Reasoning about PSI database behaviour using the operational specification may get
unwieldy. It requires us to keep track of low-level information about the system state,



such as the logs at all replicas and the set of messages in transit. We then need to reason
about how the system state is affected by a large number of possible interleavings of
operations at different replicas. We now present a specification of PSI that is more
declarative than the operational one and, in particular, does not refer to implementation-
level details, such as message exchanges between replicas. It thus makes it easier to
establish results about PSI, such as criteria for transaction chopping.

Our PSI specification is given by a set of histories, which describe all client-
database interactions that this consistency model allows. To simplify presentation, our
specification does not constrain the behaviour of aborted or ongoing transactions, so that
histories only record operations inside committed transactions. Our specification also
assumes that the database interface allows a client to group a finite number of transac-
tions into a chain [24], which establishes an ordering on the transactions, similarly to a
session [22]. Chains are needed for transaction chopping (§1) and can be implemented,
e.g., by executing all transactions from a chain at the same replica.

To define histories and similar structures, we need to introduce some set-theoretic
concepts. We assume a countably infinite set of events Event = {e, f, g, . . .}. A relation
R ⊆ E × E on a set E is a strict partial order if it is transitive and irreflexive; it is
an equivalence relation if it is reflexive, transitive and symmetric. For an equivalence
relationR ⊆ E×E and e ∈ E, we let [e]R = {f | (f, e) ∈ R} be the equivalence class
of e. A total order is a strict partial order such that for every two distinct elements e and
f , the order relates e to f or f to e. We write (e, f) ∈ R and e R−→ f interchangeably.

Definition 1. A history is a tupleH = (E, op, co,∼), where:

– E ⊆ Event is a finite set of events, denoting reads and writes performed inside
committed transactions.

– op : E → {write(x, n), read(x, n) | x ∈ obj, n ∈ N} defines the operation each
event denotes.

– co ⊆ E × E is the chain order, arranging events in the same chain into the order
in which a client submitted them to the database. We require that co be a union of
total orders defined on disjoint subsets of E, which correspond to events in different
chains.

– ∼ ⊆ E × E is an equivalence relation grouping events in the same transaction.
Since every transaction is performed by a single chain, we require that co totally
order events within each transaction, i.e., those from [e]∼ for each e ∈ E. We also
require that a transaction be contiguous in co:

∀e, f, g. e co−→ f
co−→ g ∧ e ∼ g =⇒ e ∼ f ∼ g.

Let Hist be the set of all histories. We denote components of a history H as in EH,
and use the same notation for similar structures introduced in this paper. Our specifica-
tion of PSI is given as a particular set of histories allowed by this consistency model.
To define this set, we enrich histories with a happens-before relation, capturing causal
relationships between events. In terms of the operational PSI specification, an event e
happens before an event f if the information about e has been delivered to the replica
performing f , and hence, can affect f ’s behaviour. The resulting notion of an abstract
execution is similar to those used to specify weak shared-memory models [4].



op(e) = read(x, n) =⇒
(
∃f. op(f) = write(x, n) ∧ f hb−→ e ∧ ¬∃g. f hb−→ g

hb−→ e ∧

op(g) = write(x, _)
)
∨
(
n = 0 ∧ ¬∃f. f hb−→ e ∧ op(f) = write(x, _)

)
(Reads)

co ⊆ hb (Chains) {(e′, f ′) | e hb−→ f ∧ e 6∼ f ∧ e′ ∼ e ∧ f ∼ f ′} ⊆ hb (Atomic)

(e 6= f ∧ {op(e), op(f)} ⊆ {write(x, n) | n ∈ N}) =⇒ (e
hb−→ f ∨ f hb−→ e) (Wconflict)

Fig. 4. Consistency axioms of PSI, stated for an execution A = ((E, op, co,∼), hb). All free
variables are universally quantified.

Definition 2. An abstract execution is a pair A = (H, hb) of a history H and the
happens-before relation hb ⊆ E × E, which is a strict partial order.

For example, Figure 5(a) shows an abstract execution, which corresponds to the execu-
tion of the operational specification in Figure 3 (as we formalise in §4). Our PSI specifi-
cation is defined by consistency axioms (Figure 4), which constrain happens-before and
other execution components and thereby describe the guarantees that a PSI database
provides about transaction processing. We thus call this specification axiomatic.

Definition 3. An abstract execution A is valid if it satisfies the consistency axioms in
Figure 4. We denote the set of all valid executions by AbsPSI and let the set of PSI
histories be HistPSI = {H ∈ Hist | ∃hb. (H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI}.

The axiom (Reads) constrains the values fetched by a read using the happens-before
relation: a read e from an object x has to return the value written by a hb-preceding write
f on x that is most recent according to hb, i.e., not shadowed by another write g to x.
If there is no hb-preceding write to x, then the read fetches the default value 0 (we
sometimes use other values in examples). The axiom (Chains) establishes a causal de-
pendency between events in the same chain (thus subsuming session guarantees [22]),
and the transitivity of happens-before required in Definition 2 ensures that the database
respects causality. For example, in the abstract execution in Figure 5(a), the chain order
between the two writes induces an hb edge according to (Chains). Then, since hb is
transitive, we must have an hb edge between the two operations on x and, hence, by
(Reads), the read from x has to fetch post. There is no valid execution with a history
where the read from y fetches reply, but the read from x fetches the default value. The
operational specification ensures this because of causal message delivery.

The axiom (Atomic) ensures the atomic visibility of transactions: all writes by a
transaction become visible to other transactions together. It requires that, if an event e
happens before an event f in a different transaction, then all events e′ in the transaction
of e happen before all the events f ′ in the transaction of f . For example, (Atomic)
disallows the execution in Figure 5(b), which is a variant of Figure 5(a) where the two
writes are done in a single transaction and the order of the reads is reversed.

The axiom (Wconflict) states that the happens-before relation is total over write
operations on a given object. Hence, the same object cannot be written by concurrent
transactions, whose events are not related by happens-before. This disallows the lost
update anomaly, illustrated by the execution in Figure 5(c). This execution could arise



(a) Causality is preserved, the following is allowed: (b) Fractured reads: disallowed by (Atomic).

write(x, post) write(y, reply)

read(y, reply) read(x, post)

co, hb

co, hb

hb hb

write(x, post) write(y, reply)

read(x, post) read(y, empty)

co, hb

co, hb

hb

acct := acct + 50

acct := acct + 50

(c) Lost update:
disallowed by
(Wconflict).

read(acct, 0) write(acct, 50)

read(acct, 0) write(acct, 50)

read(acct, 50)

co, hb

co, hb

hb

hb

if (acct1 + acct2 > 100) acct1 := acct1 - 100

if (acct1 + acct2 > 100) acct2 := acct2 - 100

(d) Write skew:
allowed. Initially
acct1 = acct2 =
60

read(acct1, 60) read(acct2, 60) write(acct2,−40)

read(acct1, 60) read(acct2, 60) write(acct1,−40)

co, hb co, hb

co, hb co, hb

(e) Long fork:
allowed.

write(x, post1) read(y, empty) read(x, post1)
hb co, hb

write(y, post2) read(x, empty) read(y, post2)
hb co, hb

Fig. 5. Abstract executions illustrating PSI guarantees and anomalies. The boxes group events
into transactions. We omit the transitive consequences of the co and hb edges shown.

from the code, also shown in the figure, that uses transactions to make deposits into
an account; in this case, one deposit is lost. The execution violates (Wconflict): one of
the transactions would have to hb-precede the other and, hence, read 50 instead of 0
from x. In the operational specification this anomaly is disallowed by the write-conflict
detection, which would allow only one of the two concurrent transactions to commit.

Despite PSI disallowing many anomalies, it is weaker than serialisability. In partic-
ular, PSI allows the write skew anomaly, also allowed by the classical snapshot isola-
tion [8]. We illustrate how our consistency axioms capture this by the valid execution
in Figure 5(d), which could arise from the code also shown in the figure. Here each
transaction checks that the combined balance of two accounts exceeds 100 and, if so,
withdraws 100 from one of them. Both transactions pass the checks and make the with-
drawals from different accounts, resulting in the combined balance going negative. The



operational specification allows this anomaly because the two transactions can be exe-
cuted at different replicas and allowed to commit by the write-conflict detection check.

PSI also allows so-called long fork anomaly in Figure 5(e) [21], which we in fact
already mentioned in §1. We have two concurrent transactions writing to x and y, re-
spectively. A third transaction sees the write to x, but not y, and a fourth one sees the
write to y, but not x. Thus, from the perspective of the latter two transactions, the two
writes happen in different orders. It is easy to check that this outcome is not serialisable;
in fact, it is also disallowed by the classical snapshot isolation. In the operational spec-
ification this anomaly can happen when each transaction executes at a separate replica,
and the messages about the writes to x and y are delivered to the replicas executing the
reading transactions in different orders.

4 Equivalence of the Specifications
We now show that the operational (§2) and axiomatic specifications (§3) are equivalent,
i.e., the sets of histories they allow coincide. We start by introducing a notion of concrete
executions of the operational PSI specification and using it to define the set of histories
the specification allows. Concrete executions are similar to abstract ones of Definition 2,
but describe all operations occurring at replicas as per Figure 2, including both client-
visible and database-internal ones. We use the set-theoretic notions introduced before
Definition 1.

Definition 4. A concrete execution is a tuple C = (E, op, repl, trans,≺), where:

– E ⊆ Event is a finite set of events, denoting executions of operations in Figure 2.
– op : E → Op defines which of the operations in Figure 2 a given event denotes.
– repl : E → RId defines the replica on which the event occurs.
– trans : E → TId defines the transaction to which the event pertains.
– ≺ ⊆ E×E is a total order, called execution order, in which events take place in the

system.

The set ConcPSI of concrete executions that can be produced by the algorithm in
Figure 2 is defined as expected. Due to space constraints, we defer its formal definition
to §C. Informally, the definition considers the execution of any sequence of operations
in Figure 2 at arbitrary replicas, subject to the requires clauses and the constraints
on message delivery mentioned in §2; the values of repl and trans are determined by
the variables r and t in the code of operations in Figure 2. For example, Figure 3 can
be viewed as a graphical depiction of a concrete execution from ConcPSI, with the
execution order given by the horizontal placement of events. For a C ∈ ConcPSI and
e ∈ EC , we write e .C t : o @ r if transC(e) = t, opC(e) = o and replC(e) = r.

Definition 5. The history of a concrete execution C is

history(C) = (EH, opH, coH,∼H), where
EH = {e ∈ EC | ∃f ∈ EC , t ∈ TId. (f .C t : commit @ _) ∧

((e .C t : write(_, _) @ _) ∨ (e .C t : read(_, _) @ _))};
opH = (the restriction of opC to EH);
coH = {(e, f) ∈ EH × EH | replC(e) = replC(f) ∧ e ≺C f}.
∼H = {(e, f) ∈ EH × EH | transC(e) = transC(f)};



For example, the concrete execution in Figure 3 has the history shown in Figure
5(a). The history history(C) contains only the events describing reads and writes by
the committed transactions in C. To establish a correspondence between the operational
and axiomatic specifications, we assume that chains are implemented by executing ev-
ery one of them at a dedicated replica. Thus, we define the chain order coH as the order
of events on each replica according to ≺C . This is, of course, an idealisation acceptable
only in a specification. In a realistic implementation, multiple chains would be multi-
plexed over a single replica, or different transactions in a chain would be allowed to
access different replicas [22]. We define the set of histories allowed by the operational
PSI specification as history(ConcPSI), where we use the expected lifting of history to
sets of executions. The following theorem (proved in §D) shows that this set coincides
with the one defined by the axiomatic specification (Definition 3).

Theorem 1. history(ConcPSI) = HistPSI.

5 Chopping PSI Transactions
In this section, we exploit the axiomatic specification of §3 to establish a criterion for
checking the correctness of a chopping [20] of transactions executing on PSI. Namely,
we assume that we are given a set of chain programs P = {P1, P2, . . .}, each defining
the code of chains resulting from chopping the code of a single transaction. We leave the
precise syntax of the programs unspecified, but assume that each Pi consists of ki pro-
gram pieces, defining the code of the transactions in the chain. For example, for given
acct1, acct2 and amnt, Figure 1(b) defines a chain program resulting from chopping
transfer in Figure 1(a). For a given acct, we can also create a chain program con-
sisting of a single piece lookup(acct) in Figure 1(a). Let P1 consist of the programs
for lookup(acct1), lookup(acct2) and transfer(acct1,acct2,amnt), and P2

of those for transfer(acct1,acct2,amnt) and lookup2(acct1,acct2).
Following Shasha et al. [20], we make certain assumptions about the way clients

execute chain programs. We assume that, if the transaction initiated by a program piece
aborts, it will be resubmitted repeatedly until it commits, and, if a piece is aborted due
to system failure, it will be restarted. We also assume that the client does not abort
transactions explicitly.

In general, executing the chains P may produce more client-observable behaviours
than if we executed every chain as a single PSI transaction. We propose a condition for
checking that no new behaviours can be produced. To this end, we check that every valid
abstract execution consisting of fine-grained transactions produced by the chains P can
be spliced into another valid execution that has the same operations as the original one,
but where all operations from each chain are executed inside a single coarse-grained
transaction.

Definition 6. Consider a valid abstract execution A = ((E, op, co,∼), hb) ∈ AbsPSI
and let≈A = co∪co−1∪{(e, e) | e ∈ E}. The executionA is spliceable if there exists
hb′ such that ((E, op, co,≈A), hb′) ∈ AbsPSI.

The definition groups fine-grained transactions in A, identified by ∼A, into coarse-
grained transactions, identified by ≈A, which consist of events in the same chain.



We now establish the core technical result of this section—a criterion for checking
that an execution A is spliceable. From this dynamic criterion on executions we then
obtain a static criterion for the correctness of chopping transaction code, by checking
that all executions produced by the chain programs P are spliceable. We first need to
define some auxiliary relations, derived from the happens-before relation in an abstract
execution [2, 4].

Definition 7. Given A ∈ AbsPSI, we define the reads-from rfA, version-order voA
and anti-dependency adA relations on EA as follows:

e
rfA−−→ f ⇐⇒ ∃x, n. e hbA−−→ f ∧ opA(e) = write(x, n) ∧ opA(f) = read(x, n) ∧

¬∃g. e hbA−−→ g
hbA−−→ f ∧ opA(g) = write(x, _);

e
voA−−→ f ⇐⇒ ∃x. e hbA−−→ f ∧ opA(e) = write(x, _) ∧ opA(f) = write(x, _);

e
adA−−→ f ⇐⇒ ∃x. opA(e) = read(x, _) ∧ opA(f) = write(x, _) ∧

((∃g. g rfA−−→ e ∧ g voA−−→ f) ∨ (¬∃g. g rfA−−→ e)).

The reads-from relation determines the write e that a read f fetches its value from
(uniquely, due to the axiom (Wconflict)). The version order totally orders all writes to
a given object and corresponds to the order in which replicas find out about them in the
operational specification. The anti-dependency relation [2] is more complicated. We
have e adA−−→ f if the read e fetches a value that is overwritten by the write f according
to voA (the initial value of an object is overwritten by any write to this object).

Our criterion for checking thatA is spliceable requires the absence of certain cycles
in a graph with nodes given by the fine-grained transactions in A and edges generated
using the above relations. The transactions are defined as equivalence classes [e]∼ of
events e ∈ EA (§3).

Definition 8. Given A ∈ AbsPSI, its dynamic chopping graph DCG(A) is a directed
graph whose set of nodes is {[e]∼A | e ∈ EA}, and we have an edge ([e]∼A , [f ]∼A)

if and only if [e]∼A 6= [f ]∼A and one of the following holds: e coA−−→ f (a successor

edge); f coA−−→ e (a predecessor edge); e
adA \≈A−−−−−−→ f (an anti-dependency edge); or

e
(rfA ∪ voA) \≈A−−−−−−−−−−→ f (a dependency edge).

A conflict edge is one that is either a dependency or an anti-dependency. A directed
cycle in the dynamic chopping graph is critical if it does not contain two occurrences of
the same vertex, contains at most one anti-dependency edge, and contains a fragment
of three consecutive edges of the form “conflict, predecessor, conflict”.

Theorem 2 (Dynamic Chopping Criterion). An execution A ∈ AbsPSI is spliceable
if its dynamic chopping graph DCG(A) does not have critical cycles.

We give a (non-trivial) proof of the theorem in §E. For example, the execution in
Figure 6 satisfies the criterion in Theorem 2 and, indeed, we obtain a valid execution
by grouping withdraw and deposit into a single transaction and adding the dotted
happens-before edges.



withdraw(acct1, 50) deposit(acct2, 50)
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Fig. 6. An execution produced by the programsP1 and its derived relations. Initially acct1 = 50
and acct2 = 0. We omit the transitive consequences of the hb edges shown. The dashed edges
show the dynamic chopping graph, with S, P, A, D denoting edge types. The dotted edges show
additional happens-before edges that define a splicing of the execution (Definition 6).

We now use Theorem 2 to derive a static criterion for checking the correctness of
code chopping given by P . As is standard [12, 20], we formulate the criterion in terms
of the sets of objects read or written by program pieces. Namely, for each chain program
Pi ∈ P we assume a sequence

(Ri1,W
i
1) (R

i
2,W

i
2) . . . (R

i
ki ,W

i
ki), (1)

of read and write sets Rij ,W
i
j ⊆ Obj, i.e., the sets of all objects that can

be, respectively, read and written by the j-th piece of Pi. For example, the
transfer(acct1,acct2,amnt) chain in Figure 1(b) is associated with the sequence
({acct1}, {acct1}) ({acct2}, {acct2}).

We consider a chopping defined by the programs P correct if all executions that
they produce are spliceable. To formalise this, we first define when an execution can be
produced by programs with read and write sets given by (1). Due to space constraints,
we give the definition only informally.

Definition 9. An abstract execution A conforms to a set of programs P , if there is
a one-to-one correspondence between every chain of transactions in A and a chain
program Pi ∈ P whose read and write sets (1) cover the sets of objects read or written
by the corresponding transactions in the chain.

For example, the execution in Figures 6 conforms to the programs P1. Due to the
assumptions about the way clients execute P that we made at the beginning of this
section, the definition requires that every chain in an execution A conforming to P
executes completely, and that all transactions in it commit. Also, for simplicity (and
following [20]), we assume that every chain in A results from a distinct program in P .

Definition 10. Chain programs P are chopped correctly if every valid execution con-
forming to P is spliceable.

We check the correctness of P by defining an analogue of the dynamic chopping
graph from Definition 8 whose nodes are pieces of P , rather than transactions in a given
execution. Each piece is identified by a pair (i, j) of the number of a chain Pi and the
piece’s position in the chain.
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Fig. 7. Static chopping graphs for the programs (a) P1 and (b) P2.

Definition 11. Given chain programs P = {P1, P2, . . .} with read and write sets (1),
the static chopping graph SCG(P) is a directed graph whose set of nodes is {(i, j) |
i = 1..|P|, j = 1..ki}, and we have an edge ((i1, j1), (i2, j2)) if and only if one of
the following holds: i1 = i2 and j1 < j2 (a successor edge); i1 = i2 and j1 > j2 (a
predecessor edge); i1 6= i2, andRi1j1∩W

i2
j2
6= ∅ (an anti-dependency edge); or i1 6= i2,

and W i1
j1
∩ (Ri2j2 ∪W

i2
j2
) 6= ∅ (a dependency edge).

For example, Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the static chopping graph for the programs
P1 and P2 respectively. There is a straightforward correspondence between SCG(P)
and DCG(A) for an execution A conforming to P: we have an (anti-)dependency edge
between two pieces in SCG(P) if there may exist a corresponding edge in DCG(A)
between two transactions resulting from executing the pieces, as determined by the read
and write sets. Using this correspondence, from Theorem 2 we easily get a criterion for
checking chopping correctness statically.

Corollary 1 (Static Chopping Criterion). P is chopped correctly if SCG(P) does not
contain any critical cycles.

The graph in Figure 7(a) satisfies the condition of the corollary, whereas the one in
Figure 7(b) does not. Hence, the corresponding chopping of transfer is correct, but
becomes incorrect if we add lookup2 (we provide an example execution illustrating
the latter case in §A).

The criterion in Corollary 1 is more permissive than the one for chopping serialis-
able transactions previously proposed by Shasha et al. [20]. The latter does not distin-
guish between dependency and anti-dependency edges (representing them by a single
type of a conflict edge) and between predecessor and successor edges (representing
them by sibling edges). The criterion then requires the absence of any cycles contain-
ing both a conflict and a sibling edge. We illustrate the difference in Figure 8. The
static chopping graph for the programs shown in the figure does not have critical cy-
cles, but has a cycle with both a conflict and a sibling edge, and thus does not satisfy
Shasha’s criterion. We also show an execution produced by the programs: splicing the
chains in it into single transactions (denoted by the dashed boxes) yields the execution
in Figure 5(e) with a long fork anomaly. We provide a similar example for write skew
(Figure 5(d)) in §A. Thus, the chopping criterion for PSI can be more permissive than
the one for serialisability because of the anomalies allowed by the former consistency
model.



txn write1 { x := post1; } txn write2 { y := post2; }
chain read1 { txn { a := y }; txn { b := x }; return (a, b); }
chain read2 { txn { a := x }; txn { b := y }; return (a, b); }

write(x)

read(y)

read(x)

write(y)

read(x)

read(y)

S P S P

D D

D D

AA

AA

write(x, post1)

read(y, empty)

read(x, post1)

write(y, post2)

read(x, empty)

read(y, post2)

rf, hb

co, hb co−1

ad rf, hb

co, hb co−1

ad

Fig. 8. An illustration of the difference between the chopping criteria for PSI and serialisability:
programs, their static chopping graph and an example execution. The variables a and b are local.

Finally, we note that Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 do not make any assumptions
about the structure of transactions, such as their commutativity properties, which may
result in an excessive number of conflict edges in chopping graphs. These results can be
strengthened to eliminate conflict edges between transactions whose effects commute,
as done in [20, 24].

6 Related Work
Our criterion for the correctness of chopping PSI transactions was inspired by the crite-
rion of Shasha et al. [20] for serialisable transactions. However, establishing a criterion
for PSI is much more difficult than for serialisability. Due to the weakly consistent na-
ture of PSI, reasoning about chopping correctness cannot be reduced to reasoning about
a total serialisation order of events and requires considering intricate relationships be-
tween them, as Theorem 2 illustrates.

Our declarative specification of PSI uses a representation of executions more com-
plex than the one in notions of strong consistency, such as serialisability [9] or lineariz-
ability [16]. This is motivated by the need to capture PSI anomalies. In proposing our
specification, we built on the axiomatic approach to specifying consistency models, pre-
viously applied to eventual consistency [10] and weak shared-memory models [4]. In
comparison to prior work, we handle a more sophisticated consistency model, includ-
ing transactions with write-conflict detection. Our specification is also similar in spirit
to the specifications of weak consistency models of relational databases of Adya’s [2],
which are based on the relations in Definition 7. While PSI could be specified in Adya’s
framework, we found that the specification based on the happens-before relation (Defi-
nition 2) results in simpler axioms and greatly eases proving the correspondence to the
operational specification (Theorem 1) and the chopping criterion (Theorem 2).

Acknowledgements. We thank Hagit Attiya and Giovanni Bernardi for helpful discus-
sions. This work was supported by EPSRC and an EU FET project ADVENT.
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withdraw(acct1, 50) deposit(acct2, 50)

lookup2(acct1, acct2)
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Fig. 9. An execution produced by the programsP2 and its derived relations. Initially acct1 = 50
and acct2 = 0. We omit the transitive consequences of the hb edges shown. The dashed edges
show the dynamic chopping graph.

A Additional Examples

Figure 9 gives an example of an execution that does not satisfy the criterion Theorem 2:
there is a critical cycle lookup2, deposit, withdraw, lookup2. In this case, the client
notices the state with both accounts empty.

Figure 10 gives an example illustrating the difference between the chopping criteria
for PSI and serialisability, analogous to the one in Figure 8. The static chopping graph
shown again violates Shasha’s criterion, but has no critical cycles. Splicing the execu-
tion in the figure, which conforms to the graph, yields an execution analogous to the
write skew anomaly in Figure 5(d).

S

P

S

P

A
A

D
D

read(x) write(y)

read(y) write(x)

read(x, empty) write(y, post1)

read(y, empty) write(x, post2)

co, hb

co−1

ad

co, hb

co−1

ad

Fig. 10. An illustration of the difference between chopping criteria for PSI and serialisability
related to the write skew anomaly (Figure 5(d)).

B Auxiliary Definitions and Lemmas

Definition 12 (Atomic Relations and Factoring). LetE be a set of events,R ⊆ E×E
be a binary relation and ∼ ⊆ E × E be an equivalence relation.

The atomic closure of R, with respect to ∼, is defined to be ∼;R;∼, and it is
denoted as 〈R〉∼. The relationR is said to be atomic if 〈R〉∼ ⊆ R.



The factoring of R, with respect to ∼, is defined to be ∼; (R \ ∼);∼, and it is
denoted as 〈〈R〉〉∼.

Lemma 1. For any equivalence relation ∼ ⊆ E × E, the operator 〈·〉∼ is a closure
operator.

Proof. We need to check that, for any relationsR,S ⊆ E × E,

R ⊆ 〈R〉∼ (Th1)
R ⊆ S =⇒ 〈R〉∼ ⊆ 〈S〉∼ (Th2)

〈〈R〉∼〉∼ ⊆ 〈R〉∼ (Th3)

First, suppose that e R f . Since ∼ is reflexive, we obtain that e ∼ e R f ∼ f , and
by Definition 12 this means that e 〈R〉∼ f . We proved (Th1).

Next, suppose that e 〈R〉∼ f , andR ⊆ S. By Definition 12, there exist two events
e′, f ′ such that e ∼ e′ R f ′ ∼ f . SinceR ⊆ S , we obtain that e ∼ e′ S f ′ ∼ f , hence
e 〈S〉∼ f by definition.

Finally, suppose that e 〈〈R〉∼〉∼ f . By unfolding the definition of 〈·〉∼ twice, we
obtain that there exist e′, e′′, f ′, f ′′ such that e ∼ e′ ∼ e′′ R f ′′ ∼ f ′ ∼ f . The
transitivity of ∼ now gives that e ∼ e′′ R f ′′ ∼ f , which corresponds to e 〈R〉∼ f by
definition.

Lemma 2. For any binary relation R and equivalence relation ∼, 〈R\∼〉∼ ⊆ R if
and only if 〈R\∼〉∼ ⊆ (R\∼).

Proof. SinceR\∼ ⊆ R, it is trivial to prove that if 〈R\∼〉∼ ⊆ R\∼, then 〈R\∼〉∼ ⊆
R\∼ ⊆ R.

Conversely, suppose that 〈〈R〉〉∼ ⊆ R. This means that 〈R\∼〉∼ = 〈〈R〉〉∼ ⊆ R.
Thus, in order to prove that 〈R\∼〉∼ ⊆ R\∼, it suffices to prove that whenever
e 〈R\∼〉∼ f , then e 6∼ f . To see why this is true, note that e 〈R\∼〉∼ f if and
only if there exist e′, f ′ such that e ∼ e′, f ∼ f ′, e′ 6∼ f ′ and e′ R f ′. Since ∼ is an
equivalence, it follows that e 6∼ f , as we wanted to prove.

Definition 13. Let R and ∼ be a relation and an equivalence relation, respectively,
defined over a set of events E. The relation R/∼ ⊆ E/∼ × E/∼ (read R modulo ∼) is
defined to be the least relation such that [e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼ whenever e R f .

Lemma 3. For any relation R and equivalence relation ∼ defined over a set of events
E, e 〈R〉∼ f if and only if [e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼.

Proof. We prove the two implications separately.
First note that, by definition, if e 〈R〉∼ f , then there exist e′, f ′ such that e ∼ e′ R

f ′ ∼ f . Using the definition of E/∼ and R/∼, it follows that [e]∼ = [e′]∼ R/∼ [f ′]∼ =
[f ]∼, as we wanted to prove.

Next, suppose that [e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼. Then there exist e′ ∈ [e]∼ and f ′ ∈ [f ]∼ such
that e′ R f ′. That is, e ∼ e′ R f ′ ∼ f , and by definition this means that e 〈R〉∼ f .

Corollary 2. A relation R is atomic with respect to an equivalence ∼, if and only if
[e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼ =⇒ e R f .



Proof. Because of Lemma 3, the RHS of the equivalence in the lemma means that for
all e, f ,

e 〈R〉∼ f =⇒ e R f.

This is precisely the definition ofR being atomic.

Lemma 4. If R,S are two atomic relations, with respect to some equivalence ∼, then
R;S is atomic with respect to ∼.

Proof. It suffices to prove that whenever [e]∼ (R;S)/∼ [f ]∼, then e (R;S) f . The
result follows from Corollary 2. Suppose that [e]∼ (R;S)/∼ [f ]∼; by definition, there
exist e′, f, g such that e ∼ e′ R g S f ′ ∼ f . By using the atomicity of R, and the fact
that g ∼ g, we obtain that e R g; similarly, we can prove that g S f by employing the
atomicity of S. Therefore, e (R;S) f .

Corollary 3. For any atomic relation R, with respect to an equivalence ∼, R+ is
atomic with respect to ∼.

Proof. First note that, if R is atomic with respect to ∼, then Rk is atomic with respect
to ∼ for any k > 0. This can be proved by performing a simple induction over k, using
Lemma 4 in the inductive step.

Now suppose that e ∼ e′ R+ f ′ ∼ f for some e, e′, f, f ′. This means that there
exists an index k > 0 such that e ∼ e′ Rk f ′ ∼ f , hence e Rk f by the atomicity of
Rk. It follows that e R+ f .

Corollary 4. For any atomic relation R, with respect to an equivalence ∼, we have
that 〈R+〉∼ = 〈R〉+∼ = R+.

Also,R+
/∼ = (R/∼)+.

Proof. Since R is atomic, we know that R = 〈R〉∼, hence R+ = 〈R〉+∼. Also, by
Corollary 3 we know thatR+ is atomic, hence 〈R+〉∼ = R+.

To prove that R+
/∼ = (R/∼)+, it suffices to show that Rk/∼ = (R/∼)k for any

k ≥ 1. This can be proved by induction on k, using Corollary 2.

Definition 14. LetR ⊆ E × E be a relation over a set of events E. A cycle forR is a
sequence of events e0 · · · en with n ≥ 1 such that ei R ei+1 for any i = 0, · · · , n − 1
and e0 = en.

A cycle e0 · · · en is said to be simple if for any i, j such that 0 ≤ i, j < n, ei = ej
implies that i = j.

A relationR is cyclic if there exists a cycle for it, acyclic otherwise.

Lemma 5. A relationR is acyclic if and only ifR+ is irreflexive.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive statement: R has a cycle if and only if there exists
an element e such that e R+ e.

First, suppose thatR has a cycle e0 · · · en. By definition, this means that e0 Rn en,
and also that e0 = en. That is, e0 R+ e0.

Next, suppose that e R+ e for some e ∈ E. That is, there exists n > 0 such
that e Rn e. By definition, e Rn e means that there exist e1, · · · , en−1 such that
e0 R e1 R · · · R en−1 R e. We have constructed a cycle forR, namely ee1 · · · en−1e.



Lemma 6. LetR be an atomic relation with respect to an equivalence relation∼. Then
R is acyclic if and only if bothR∩∼ and (R/∼ \ Id) are acyclic.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive statement. First, suppose that R has a cycle
e0 · · · en. By definition, for any i = 0, · · · , n − 1, ei R ei+1, and e0 = en. Since
R = (R∩∼) ∪ (R \ ∼), we have that for any i = 0, · · · , n either ei (R∩∼) ei+1 or
ei (R \ ∼) ei+1. Note that if there exist no index i such that ei (R \ ∼) ei+1, then it
has to be the case that

e0 (R∩∼) e1 (R∩∼) · · · (R∩∼) en−1 (R∩∼) en

and, since e0 = en, we have shown that the relation (R ∩ ∼) is cyclic. Therefore, we
can safely assume that there exists at least an index i such that ei (R \ ∼) ei+1. Let
{ej0 , · · · , ejk | ∀h = 0, · · · , k. 0 ≤ jh ≤ n ∧ ∀h′ = 0, · · · , k.h < h′ =⇒ jh < jh′}
be the largest set of events such that, for any h = 0, · · · , k − 1, ejh (R \ ∼) ejh+1

;
notice that such a set is non-empty by assumption. We also have that

[e0]∼ = [ej0 ]∼ (R \ ∼)/∼ [ej1 ]∼ (R \ ∼)/∼ · · · (R \ ∼)/∼ [ejk ]∼ = [en]∼

Since e0 = en by hypothesis, it is straightforward to infer from the above that [ej0 ]∼ =
[ejk ]∼. Also, a consequence of [ejh ]∼ (R \ ∼)/∼ [ejh+1

]∼ is that [ejh ]∼ R/∼ [ejh+1
]∼,

and [ejh ]∼ 6= [ejh+1
]∼. We have proved that

[ej0 ]∼ (R/∼ \ Id) [ej1 ]∼ (R/∼ \ Id) · · · (R/∼ \ Id) [ejk ]∼

and [ej0 ]∼ = [ejk ]∼. Thus, we have found a cycle for (R/∼ \ Id).
Next, suppose that the relationR∩∼ has a cycle. It is trivial to see that, in this case,

R also has a cycle. It remains to prove that, if (R/∼ \ Id) has a cycle, thenR also has a
cycle. To this end, suppose that (R/∼ \ Id) has a cycle e0 · · · en; by definition, we have
that

[e0]∼ (R/∼ \ Id) [e1]∼ (R/∼ \ Id) · · · (R/∼ \ Id) [en]∼
from which we can infer that

[e0]∼ (R/∼) [e1]∼ (R/∼) · · · (R/∼) [en]∼

SinceR is atomic by hypothesis, we can employ Corollary 2 to obtain that

e0 R e1 R · · · R en

which constitutes a cycle forR.

Lemma 7. Let ∼ be an equivalence over a set of events E, and S be a relation such
that S ⊆∼. Then S; 〈R\∼〉∼;S ⊆ 〈R\∼〉∼.

Proof. Since, S ⊆∼ by hypothesis, we have that

S; 〈R\∼〉∼;S ⊆ ∼; 〈R\∼〉∼;∼ = 〈〈R\∼〉∼〉∼ = 〈R\∼〉∼

where we applied Lemma 1 when proving the equality 〈〈R\∼〉∼〉∼ = 〈R\∼〉∼.



Corollary 5. Let S ⊆∼ be a transitive relation, where ∼ is an equivalence over a set
of events E. Then, for any relationR, we have that (S ∪ 〈R\∼〉∼)+ = S ∪ 〈R\∼〉+∼.

Proof. Recall that, for any two relationsR,S, we have that S ⊆ S+ and (R+∪S+) ⊆
(R∪ S)+. Therefore, it is straightforward to show that

S ∪ 〈R\∼〉+∼ ⊆ (S+ ∪ 〈R\∼〉+∼) ⊆ (S ∪ 〈R\∼〉∼)+

It remains to prove that (S ∪ 〈R\∼〉∼)+ ⊆ S ∪ 〈R\∼〉+∼. Suppose that
e (S ∪ 〈R\∼〉∼)+ f . This means that there exist a sequence of events e0, e1, · · · , en
such that for any e0 = e, en = f and for any i = 0, · · · , n−1, ei (S ∪ 〈R\∼〉∼) ei+1.
Note that if it were ei S ei+1 for any i = 0, · · · , n − 1, then we would have that
e = e0 S+ en = f , hence e S f by the transitivity of S. Otherwise, there exists at least
one index i such that ei 〈R\∼〉∼ ei+1. In this case we have that e (S∗; 〈R\∼〉∼;S∗)k
f for some k such that 0 < k ≤ n; that is, e (S∗; 〈R\∼〉∼;S∗)+ f . We can now
apply Lemma 7 to obtain that e 〈R\∼〉+∼ f , which concludes the proof.

Lemma 8. For any relation R and equivalence ∼, over a set of events E, 〈R\∼〉∼ =
〈R〉∼\∼.

Proof. By Lemma 3, we have that e 〈(R\∼)〉∼ f if and only if [e]∼ R\∼/∼ [f ]∼,
which is true if and only if [e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼ and [e]∼ 6= [f ]∼. Again, [e]∼ R/∼ [f ]∼ if
and only if e 〈R〉∼ f by Lemma 3. Thus we have proved that e 〈R\∼〉∼ f if and only
if e 〈R〉∼ f and e 6∼ f , or equivalently that 〈R\∼〉∼ = 〈R〉∼\∼.

Lemma 9. Let E be a set of events, and let ∼,≈ be two equivalences over E such that
∼⊆≈. Then

1. 〈≈〉∼ ⊆ ≈,
2. [e]∼ (≈/∼) [f ]∼ if and only if e ≈ f ,
3. ≈/∼ ⊆ E/∼ × E/∼ is an equivalence.

Proof.

1. Note that ∼ ⊆ ≈ by hypothesis, so that 〈≈〉∼ = ∼;≈;∼ ⊆ ≈;≈;≈ = ≈.
2. If e ≈ f , then [e]∼ (≈/∼) [f ]∼ by definition. Conversely, if [e]∼ (≈/∼) [f ]∼ then

there exist e′ ∼ e, f ′ ∼ f such that e′ ≈ f ′. Since ∼ ⊆ ≈, and ≈ is an equivalence,
it follows that e ≈ f .

3. This is a straightforward consequence of (2) above, and the fact that ≈ is an equiva-
lence.

Lemma 10. Let R,∼,≈ be a relation and two equivalences, respectively, over a set
of events E. Suppose that ∼⊆≈. Then, for any e, f ∈ E, e 〈R\≈〉≈ f ⇐⇒
[e]∼ 〈R/∼\(≈/∼)〉≈/∼ [f ]∼.

Proof. Suppose that e 〈R\≈〉≈ f for some e, f ∈ E. Then there exist e′ ≈ e, f ′ ≈ f
such that e′Rf ′ and e′ 6≈ f ′. By Lemma 9 (2), we know that e′ 6≈ f ′ implies that
¬
(
[e′]∼ (≈/∼) [f ′]∼

)
. Also, the same Lemma ensures that

(
[e]∼ (≈/∼) [e′]∼

)
, and



(
[f ]∼ (≈/∼) [f ′]∼

)
. Finally, the definition of R/∼ gives that [e′]∼ (R/∼) [f ′]∼. There-

fore, we have proved that [e]∼ (≈/∼) [e′]∼ (R/∼)\(≈/∼) [f ′]∼ (≈/∼) [f ]∼, that is
[e]∼ 〈R/∼\(≈/∼)〉≈/∼ [f ]∼.

Next, suppose that [e]∼ 〈R/∼\(≈/∼)〉≈/∼ [f ]∼ for some e, f ∈ E. By definition,
there exist [e′]∼ (≈/∼) [e]∼, [f ′]∼ (≈/∼) [f ]∼, such that ¬

(
[e′]∼ ( ≈/∼)[f ′]∼

)
and

[e′]∼ R/∼ [f ′]∼. By Lemma 9 this implies that e′ ≈ e, f ′ ≈ f , and e′ 6≈ f ′. By
definition of [e′]∼ R/∼ [f ′]∼, there exist e′′ ∼ e′, f ′′ ∼ f ′ such that e′′ R f ′′; since
∼⊆≈ by hypothesis, this also implies that e′ ≈ e′′, f ′′ ≈ f ′, and since e′ 6≈ f ′ we also
have that e′′ 6≈ f ′′. We have proved that e ≈ e′′, e′′ R f ′′, f ′′ ≈ f and e′′ 6≈ f ′′. That
is, e 〈R\≈〉≈ f .

Definition 15 (Previous Writes). Let A be an abstract execution, and for any event
f ∈ EA and object x ∈ Obj the set of the previous writes of f over x, denoted as
PWx

A(f), is defined as {e ∈ EA | e
hbA−−→ f ∧ op(e) = write(x, _)}.

Lemma 11. Let A be any abstract execution that satisfies (Wconflict). Then

∀e, x.(PWx
A(e) = ∅ ⇐⇒ max

hbA
(PWx

A(e)) ↑) (WWMax)

where ↑ denotes undefinedness.

Proof. Recall that the maximum of an empty set is not defined, so that if PWx
A(e) = ∅

then maxhbA(PW
x
A(e)) ↑. Conversely, suppose that maxhbA(PW

x
A(e)) ↑. Since E is

finite by hypothesis, then so is the set PWx
A(e) is finite. Also, by (Wconflict) this set is

also totally ordered with respect to hbA. However, a finite total order does not admit a
maximum element only when it is defined on an empty set, that is PWx

A(e) = ∅.

Lemma 12 (Alternative Characterisation of (Reads)). LetA be an abstract execution
that satisfies (Wconflict). Then A satisfies (Reads) if and only if it satisfies

∀e, x, n.op(e) = read(x, n) =⇒(
(PWx

A(e)) = ∅ =⇒ n = 0) ∧ (op(max
hbA

(PWx
A)) = write(x,m) =⇒ m = n)

)
(RFmax)

Proof. First suppose that A satisfies both (Wconflict) and (Reads). Let e be an event
such that op(e) = read(x, n) for some object x and value n. By (Reads) there are two
possible cases:

– (i) f hbA−−→ e for some f such that op(f) = write(x, n) and (ii) ¬∃g.f hbA−−→
g

hbA−−→ e ∧ op(g) 6= op(g) = write(x, _). Condition (i) states that f ∈
PWx

A(e), which together with Condition (ii) gives f = maxhbA(PW
x
A(e)). There-

fore, op(maxhbA(PW
x
A(e)) = op(f) = write(x, n). We have proved that

op(maxhbA(PW
x
A)) = write(x,m) =⇒ m = n. Also, by Lemma 11, we

know that PWx
A(e) 6= ∅, hence the implication (PWx

A(e)) = ∅ =⇒ n = 0 follows
trivially. Now it is easy to see that A satisfies (RFmax).



– n = 0 ∧ ¬∃f.f hbA−−→ e; in this case we have that PWx
A(e) = ∅, so

that (PWx
A(e)) = ∅ =⇒ n = 0). By Lemma 11 we know that

op(maxhbA(PW
x
A)) ↑, hence op(maxhbA(PW

x
A)) 6= write(x, _). Therefore, the

implication op(maxhbA(PW
x
A)) = write(x,m) =⇒ m = n is trivially satisfied,

and again we have proved that (RFmax) is satisfied by A.

Conversely, suppose that A satisfies both (Wconflict) and (RFmax). Let e ∈ EA be
an event such that op(e) = read(x, n). According to Lemma 11 there are two possible
cases:

– PWx
A(e) = ∅, in which case n = 0 by (RFmax). By definition of PWx

A, we know

that ¬∃f.op(f) = write(x, _)∧f hbA−−→ e, from which (Reads) follows immediately,
– maxhbA(PW

x
A(e)) = f for some event f . By definition, op(f) = write(x,m)

for some m; also, by (RFmax), m = n. We also have that f ∈ PWx
A(e), that is

f
hbA−−→ e. Also, whenever g is an event such that g 6= f , op(g) = write(x, _) and

g
hbA−−→ e, then g ∈ PWx

A(e). Hence it has to be g hbA−−→ maxhbA(PW
x
A(e)) = f .

We have proved that there exist no g ∈ EA such that f hbA−−→ g
hbA−−→ e and op(g) =

write(x, _). Now it is straightforward to see that (Reads) is satisfied by A.

Lemma 13. Let A ∈ AbsPSI be an abstract execution. For any e, f ∈ EA, e rfA−−→ f if
and only op(f) = read(x, _) and e = maxhbA(PW

x
A(f)) for some x ∈ Obj.

Proof. If e rfA−−→ f then e hbA−−→ f , op(e) = write(x, _) and op(f) = read(x, _). The
first three clauses give that e ∈ PWx

A(f). Also, whenever g ∈ PWx
A(f) and g 6= e,

we have that g hbA−−→ e. This is because by definition of PWx
A(f), op(g) = write(x, _)

and g hbA−−→ f . By (Wconflict) either e hbA−−→ g or g hbA−−→ e. However, since op(g) =

write(x, _), g hbA−−→ f and e rfA−−→ f , the case e hbA−−→ g leads to a contradiction, and

therefore it has to be g hbA−−→ e. We have proved that e ∈ PWx
A(f), and whenever

g ∈ PWx
A(f), g

hb∗A−−→ e; that is, e = maxhbA(PW
x
A(f)).

Conversely, suppose that e = maxhbA(PW
x
A(f)), and op(f) = read(x, _). By def-

inition of PWx
A(f) we have that op(e) = write(x, _), and e hbA−−→ f . Also, whenever

g
hbA−−→ f for some g such that op(g) = write(x, _), we have that g ∈ PWx

A(f), hence

g
hb∗A−−→ e. That is, there exist no event g such that both op(g) = write(x, _), g hbA−−→ f

and e hbA−−→ g. By (Reads) and the definition of rfA, it follows that e rfA−−→ f .

C PSI Concrete Executions
We assume a countable set of Replica Identifiers RId, whose elements are ranged over
r, r′ and a countable set of Transaction Identifiers TId, ranged over by t, t′, · · · . The
set of concrete executions is defined formally by first modelling which events affect the
state of the database in a geo-replicated system, then by defining the constraints that the
transport layer of the distributed system has to satisfy.

Below we define formally what we mean by state of a (geo-replicated) database.



(Start)
e .C t : start @ r

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, ε〉],M〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start)〉],M〉

(Write)
e .C t : write(x, n) @ r

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉],M〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′ · (t, write(x, n))〉],M〉

(Read)
e .C t : read(x, n) @ r val(x, l · (t, start) · l′) = n

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉],M〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉],M〉

(Commit)
e .C (t : commit @ r) canCommit(r, L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉])

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉],M〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l · (t, start) · l′, ε〉],M ∪ {(t, start) · l′}〉

(Abort)
e .C t : abort @ r

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, (t, start) · l′〉],M〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l, ε〉],M〉

(Receive)
e .C t : receive(m) @ r m = (t, start) · _

〈L[r 7→ 〈l, ε〉],M ∪ {m}〉 e−→C 〈L[r 7→ 〈l · m, ε〉,M ∪ {m}〉

Fig. 11. Concrete Semantics of PSI

Definition 16 (Logs, States). A transaction log is either an empty list, or a list of
records of the form (t, start) :: lt, where l ∈ {(t, write(x, n)), (t, read(x, n)) |
x ∈ Obj, n ∈ N}∗; the set of all transaction logs is defined as TrLog. A (Replica-local)
Database Log is obtained by concatenating multiple (possibly zero) transaction logs.
The set of all database logs is denoted as DbLog. With an abuse of notation, we use l, l′

to range both over transaction logs and database logs.
A (replica)-local state is a couple (l, l′) ⊆ TrLog × DbLog.
A (database) state is a pair of the form (L,M), where L : repl → RState is a

function, associating to each replica its local state (described below), and µ ⊆ 2TrLog

is the set of messages in transit in the system. The set of all possible states is denoted as
State.

The initial state (L0,M0) is the one in which the transaction and database logs at
each replica are empty, and there are no messages in transit throughout the network:
L0 = λr.(ε, ε),M0 = ∅.

Next, we give the definition of Concrete Executions. This definition is generic, and
it does not assume that the database system is enforcing the PSI consistency level.

In Figure 11 we define a transition relation e−→: State×State, parametric in an event
e and a concrete execution C, which defines which events can take place in a given state
of a database enforcing the PSI consistency level. The rules of Figure 11 are the formal
counterpart to the pseudo code given in Figure 2. In Rule (Read), the function val(x, l)
returns the value n of the last record of the form (t, write(x, n)) which appears in l, 0



(e . t : start @ _) ∧ (f . t : start @ _) =⇒ e = f (OneStart)

(_ . t : _ @ _) =⇒ ∃f. (f . t : commit @ _) ∨ (f . t : abort @ _) (EndTr)

_ . (t : commit @ r) =⇒ ¬(_ . t : receive(_) @ r) (NoSameRcv)

(e . t : receive(_) @ r) ∧ (f . t : receive(_) @ r) =⇒ e = f (OneRcv)

(_ . t : {receive(_), commit} @ r) < (_ . t′ : start @ r) ∧ (r 6= r′)

=⇒ (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′) < (_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r′) (CDel)

Fig. 12. Transport Layer and Database Requirements: all free variables are universally quantified

if no such record exists. In Rule (Commit), the predicate canCommit(r, l) is defined as

canCommit(r, L) ⇐⇒
(
∀x, t. (L(r) = (_, (_ · (t, write(x, _)) · _)) =⇒
∀r′, t′. (L(r′) = ((_ · (t′, write(x, _)) · _), _) =⇒

L(r) = ((_ · (t′, write(x, _)) · _), _))
)

The rules of the operational semantics alone are not sufficient to define the set of
all concrete executions which can be produced by a database which behaves according
to the PSI specification given in §2. It is also necessary to define the Transport Layer
and the Database Requirements of the distributed system; these are the set of rules that
regulate the deliveries of messages broadcast abroad replicas, and the set of rules that
the database uses to assign transaction identifiers. Their definition is given in Figure 12.
A transaction identifier is never assigned to multiple transactions (OneStart), a transac-
tion either commits or abort (EndTr). A message is never delivered to the replica that
originally broadcast it (NoSameRcv), and it is received at most one by other replicas
(OneRcv). Also, sequential transactions appear to commit in the same order at each
replica (CDel).

We are now in position to define the set of PSI concrete executions. These are the
(possibly infinite) sequences of events that can be generated by an initial state of the
system which respect the requirements of Figure 12.

Definition 17 (PSI Concrete Executions). A concrete execution C is PSI if EC =
{e0, e1, · · · },≺C= {(ei, ei+1) | i ≥ 0}, there exists a set of states {(Li,Mi)}i≥0 where
(L0,M0) is the initial state of the system, for any i ≥ 0, (Li,Mi)

ei−→C (Li+1,Mi+1)
and C satisfies the equations of Figure 12.

The set of PSI concrete executions is denoted as ConcPSI.

D Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is performed by proving that history(ConcPSI) is included in
{H ∈ Hist | ∃hb.(H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI}, and vice versa. For the moment, we focus on
proving the following inclusion:



Theorem 3 (Soundness).

history(ConcPSI) ⊆ {H ∈ Hist | ∃hb.(H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI}

Proof. Let us fix an execution C ∈ ConcPSI. Let H = history(C); recall that the def-
inition of the single components of H is given in Definition 5, so that it remains to
define a suitable happens before relation hb such that (H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI. The definition
of such a relation has been already given in §4, and we repeat it here for the sake of
completeness. Let

hbA = coA ∪ {(e, f) ∈ EA × EA | ∃r, r′, t, t′, g. (r 6= r′) ∧ (e .C t : _ @ r) ∧
(f .C t

′ : _ @ r′) ∧ (g .C t : receive(_) @ r′) ∧ (g ≺C f)}.

Note that the operational semantics and the transport layer constraints (Figure 12) en-
sure that (i) transactions at a given replica are executed sequentially, (ii) a message is
never delivered at a replica r′ while it is executing some transaction, (iii) a message de-
livered at replica r′ consists of the transaction log of some transaction t that committed
at some other replica r, and (iv) an operation performed at some transaction t can be
performed at replica r only if transaction t started at such a replica. These properties
ensure that whenever (e .C t : _ @ r) ≺C (f .C t

′ : _ @ r), then either t = t′, or
(_ . t : commit @ r) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r). They also ensure that whenever r 6= r′,
and e ≺C f , then (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′ ≺C _ . t′ : start @ r′).

It is now easy to prove that hb is both transitive and irreflexive. It is irreflexive
because hb ⊆ ≺C , and the latter is also irreflexive Proving that hb is transitive is less
obvious; suppose that e hb−→ f

hb−→ g. We perform a case analysis on why e hb−→ f

and e hb−→ g; we give details only for the most interesting case, which corresponds to
e . t : _ @ r, f . t′ : _ @ r′, g . t′′ : _ @ r′′, where t, t′, t′′ are distinct, and so are
r, r′. In this case we have that (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r′).
The rules of the operational semantics also ensure that (_ . t : commit @ r) ≺C
(_ . t : receive(_) @ r′). Next, we consider two different sub cases, according to
whether r = r′′ or r 6= r′′. If r = r′′, then by hypothesis we have that r′ 6= r′′.
Since f hb−→ g, replH(f) = r′, replH(g) = r, then by definition of hb we obtain that
(_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r) ≺C (_ . t′′ : start @ r); the operational semantics also
ensures that (_ . t′ : start @ r′) ≺C (_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r). Now we have that

(_ . t : commit @ r) ≺C (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r′) ≺C
(_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r) ≺C (_ . t′′ : start @ r′′)

Since replH(e) = replH(g) = r, the definition of co now gives that e coH−−→ g, and the
definition of hb leads to e hb−→ g. If r 6= r′′, then either r′ = r′′ or r′ 6= r′′. We only
consider this last case. Since replH(f) = r′, replH(g) = r′′, in this case we have that
f

hb−→ g because (_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r′′) ≺C (_ . t′′ : start @ r′′). Also, since
(_ . t : receive(_) @ r′) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r′), by Property (CDel) we have
that (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′′) ≺C (_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r′′). As a straightforward
consequence, we obtain that (_ . t : commit @ r) ≺C (_ . t : receive(_) @ r′′) ≺C



(_ . t′′ : start @ r′′). Since replH(e) = r, replH(g) = r′′, the definition of hb ensures
that e hb−→ g.

Proving that∼ is an equivalence relation is also obvious, for whenever (e .C t : _ @
_) ∈ EH then [e]∼ = {f | (f .C t : _ @ _} so that for all e, f ∈ EH either [e]∼ = [f ]∼
or [e]∼ ∩ [f ]∼ = ∅. It is also contiguous with respect to coH; suppose in fact that
e

co−→ f
coH−−→ g, and e ∼ g. According to the definition of ∼ and coH, (e . t : _ @ r),

(f . t′ : _ @ r), and (g . t : _ @ r). The operational semantics, and (OneStart), ensure
then that t = t′, from which it follows that e ∼ f . Finally, each equivalence class [e]∼
is finite, because of (EndTr).

Let us turn our attention to the axioms of the PSI consistency level, Figure 4.

– (Chains): this Axiom is trivially satisfied because of the definition of hb.
– (Atomic): Suppose then that e, fe′, f ′ ∈ EH are some events such that e ∼ e′, f ∼
f ′ and e′ hb−→ f ′. Assume also that e′ 6∼ f ′, and that (e′ . t : _ @ r), (f ′ . t′ : _ @ r′).
By definition of ∼, we have that t 6= t′, (e .C t : _ @ r), and (f .C t

′ : _ @ r′).
There are two possible cases: either r = r′, in which case e′ hb−→ f ′ implies that

(_ .C t : commit @ r) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r′), from which it follows that e
|hb−−→ f ;

or r 6= r′, in which case e′ hb−→ f ′ implies that (_ .C t : receive(_) @ r′) ≺C
(_ .C t′ : start @ r′). Therefore, (Atomic) is satisfied.

– (Wconflict): Let e, f ∈ EA be two events such that opH(e) = write(x, _),
opH(f) = write(x, _) and e 6= f . Then either e ≺C f or f ≺C e. We only
consider the first case, as the second one is symmetric; note that if we assume
that replH(e) = replH(f), then by definition e coH−−→ f , which implies e hb−→ f .
Therefore we can assume that replH(e) 6= replH(f), which in turn gives that
transH(e) 6= transH(f). By the hypothesis that e ≺C f we have that (e .C t :
write(x, _) @ r), (f . t′C : write(x, _) @ r′. The fact that both e, f ∈ EH
ensures that (_ . t : commit @ r), (_ . t′ : commit @ r′) ∈ EC . However,
this is possible only if (_ .C t : receive @ r′) ≺C (_ .C t′ : commit @ r′),
since the predicate canCommit(r′, L) has to be satisfied in the global state (L, _) in
which the event (_ .C t′ : commit @ r′) was performed. The rules of the opera-
tional semantics ensure that the delivery of the effects of t at replica r′ also cannot
happen while a transaction is executing at such a replica. Hence we also have that
(_ . t : receive @ r′) ≺C (_ . t′ : start @ r′), which in turn gives e hb−→ f .

– (Reads): Since we have already proved that (H, hb) satisfies (Wconflict), we can
employ Lemma 12 so that it suffices to prove that (RFmax) is satisfied. Since C ∈
ConcPSI by hypothesis, we know that EH = {e0, e1, · · · }, ≺C= {(ei, ei+1) | i ≥
0}+, and there exist {(Li,Mi)}i≥0 such that (L0,M0) is the initial state and, for any
i ≥ 0, (Li,Mi)

ei−→C (Li+1,Mi+1). Let then i ≥ 0, and assume that opH(x) =
read(x, n). That is, (ei .C t : read(x, n) @ r) for some t, r. By definition, we have

PWx
(H,hb)(ei) = {f | ∃t, r.(f .C t′ : write(x, _) @ r′) ∧(

(r = r′ ∧ f ≺C e) ∨ (r 6= r′ ∧ (_ . t′ : receive(_) @ r ≺C (_ . t : start @ r)
)
}

According to Lemma 11 there are two possible cases. The first one is
PWx

(H,hb)(ei) = ∅, in which case Li(r) = (l, (t, start)) for some l which does



not contain any write record of the form write(x, _), hence the operational seman-
tics ensure that n = 0.
In the second case we have that maxhb(PW

x
(H,hb)(ei)) = f for some f such that

op(f) = write(x,m). From the point of view of the concrete execution, we have
that (f .C t′ : write(x,m) @ r′) in this case we have to perform a case analysis on
whether r = r′ or r 6= r′. We restrict our attention to this latter case, as it is the most
difficult one. The definition of hb and max ensure that in C the event f is the last write
to object x in transaction t′, prior to the execution of event ei, or it is the last write
to object x in transaction t′, (_ .C t′receive(lt′) @ r) ≺C (_ .C t : start @ r),
and whenever (_ .C t′′receive(lt′′) @ r) ≺C (_ .C t : start @ r) then either
(_ .C t′′receive(lt′′) @ r) ≺C (_ .C t′receive(lt′) @ r) or lt′′ does not contain
any record of the form (t′′, write(x, _)). Also, there exists no event g such that
g .C t : write(x, _) @ r and g ≺C e.
Now it is not difficult to note that Li(r) = ((l · lt′ · l′), l′′) for some database log
l and two other database logs l′, l′′ which do not contain any record of the form
write(x, _). According to the operational semantics, the value n read in event e
coincides with the last write to object x in l · lt′ · l′ · l′′. This is exactly the last write
record over object x in lt′ , which has the form (t′, write(x,m)) since the last event
writing to object x in t′ is f , and opC)(f) = write(x,m). Therefore, m = n.

Next, we focus on proving the opposite inclusion of Theorem 3, that is

Theorem 4.

{H ∈ Hist | ∃hb.(H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI} ⊆ history(ConcPSI)

Proof. We have to define, for each abstract execution A = (H, hb) ∈ AbsPSI, a con-
crete execution Concrete(A) ∈ ConcPSI such that history(Concrete(A)) = H. Be-
fore supplying the formal details of the proof, it is mandatory to define formally how
Concrete(A) is defined.

First, let A = (H, hb) be an abstract execution in AbsPSI. We assume an enumer-
ation enum : TId → N, and we say that t < t′ whenever enum(t) < enum(t′). The
function enum exists because we are assuming that TId is countable. With an abuse of
notation, we write t+ 1 to denote the immediate successor of t according to enum.

We write t1 /hb t2 whenever t1 = TIdOf([e]∼), t2 = TIdOf([f ]∼) for

some[e]∼, [f ]∼ such that [e]∼
(hb\∼)/∼−−−−−−→ [f ]∼, and there exists no [g]∼ such that

[e]∼
(hb\∼)/∼−−−−−−→ [g]∼

(hb\∼)/∼−−−−−−→ [f ]∼.
We assume the existence of a one-to-one mapping TIdOf : EH/∼ → T , such that

whenever [e]∼
hb/∼−−−→ [f ]∼ then TIdOf([e]∼ ≤ TIdOf([f ]∼). We also assume that

TIdOf is contiguous, meaning that whenever t, t′ ∈ img(TIdOf) and t ≤ t′′ ≤ t′,
then t′′ ∈ img(TIdOf). This mapping is ensured to exist if we assume that hb is acyclic

Finally, we assume a one-to-one mapping ReplOf : EH/≈ → RId, which maps
chains to replicas. This mapping trivially exists, as RId is assumed to be infinite.

For any t ∈ img(TIdOf), we will often need to identify which replica is running
such a transaction.Let TRtoCH : E/∼ → E/≈ be defined asTRtoCH([e]∼) = [e]≈; this



function maps each transaction to the chain which executes such a transaction. Then, the
replica which executes transaction t is given by ReplOf(TRtoCH(TIdOf−1(t)). Since
we will need to use this function often, we will just denote it as ReplOfTrans(t).

Finally, given [e]∼ ∈ EH/∼, we define the transaction log LogOf([e]∼) =
(TIdOf([e]∼), start) · l[e]∼ , where for any F ⊆ [e]∼ the set lF is defined as follows:

– lF = ε if F = ∅,
– lF = lF\{minco(F )} if op(minco(F )) = read(_),
– Lf = (TIdOf([e]∼), write(x, n)) · lF\{minco(F )} if op(minco(F )) = write(x, n).

For any t ∈ img(TIdOf), we let LogOfTrans(t) = LogOf(TIdOf−1(t)).
The set EConcrete(A) is defined as Estart ] EH ] Ecommit ] Ereceive, where:

– Estart = {estart(t) | t ∈ img(TIdOf)},
– Ecommit = {ecommit(t) | t ∈ img(TIdOf)},
– Ereceive = {ereceive(t1,t2) | (t1 /hb∗ t2 ∧ ReplOfTrans(t1) 6= ReplOfTrans(t2)) ∧
(∀t′.t′ < t2 =⇒ ReplOfTrans(t′) = ReplOfTrans(t2) =⇒ ¬(t1 /∗hb t

′))}

Let us now turn our attention to the attributes replConcrete(A), transConcrete(A) and
opConcrete(A), which are defined simultaneously. For estart(t) ∈ Estart, we let

(estart(t) .Concrete(A) t : start @ ReplOfTrans(t))

and similarly for ecommit(t) ∈ Ecommit, we let

(ecommit(t) .Concrete(A) t : commit @ ReplOfTrans(t))

For any ereceive(t1,t2) ∈ Ereceive, we let

(ereceive(t1,t2) .Concrete(A) t1 :

receive(LogOfTrans(t1)) @ ReplOfTrans(t2))

Finally, for any e ∈ EH we let

(e.Concrete(A) = TIdOf([e]∼) : opH(e) @ ReplOf([e]≈))

It remains to define the execution order of events; in practice, we define a com-
putation γ of the form (L0,M0)

e0−→Concrete(A) (L1,M1)
e1−→Concrete(A) · · · , from

which the execution order ≺Concrete(A) can be easily derived. First, for any transaction
[e]∼ ∈ EH/∼ we define the state (L[e]∼ ,M[e]∼) as follows:

– for any replica r ∈ RId and transaction identifier t ∈ TId, let LastTransOf(r, t) =
max<(t

′ | ReplOf(t′) = r ∧ t′ ≤ t}; then given r ∈ RId, we let L[e]∼(r) = (ε, lr),
where lr = LogOfTrans(t1) · LogOfTrans(t2) · · · · · LogOfTrans(tn), where tn =
LastTransOf(r,TIdOf([e]∼), t1 < · · · < tn and {t | t /hb tn} = {ti}ni=1,

– M[e]∼ = {LogOf(t) | t < TIdOf([e]∼)}.



For any t ∈ img(TIdOf), we now define a computation fragment γt. Let [e]∼ be
such that t = TIdOf([e]∼), and L[e]∼ be defined as above. Suppose also that [e]∼ =

{ei}ni=1, and ei
coA−−→ ei+1; We let

γexec(t) = (L[e]∼ ,M[e]∼)
estart(t)−−−−→ (L0

[e]∼
,M[e]∼)

e0−→ · · ·

· · · en−→ (Ln[e]∼ ,M[e]∼)
ecommit−−−→ Lfinal

[e]∼
,Mfinal

[e]∼
)

where the global states above can be defined according to the operational semantics of
Figure 11. Note that this givesMfinal

[e]∼
=M[e]∼ ∪{LogOf([e]∼}, which is exactlyM[f ]∼

for [f ]∼ = TIdOf−1(t+ 1).
Also, for any t such that t+ 1 ∈ img(TIdOf), we define the computation fragment

γidle(t + 1) as follows: if ReplOfTrans(t) = ReplOfTrans(t′), then γidle(t + 1) is de-
fined to be the computation fragment with no transitions (Lfinal

[e]∼
,Mfinal

[e]∼
), where [e]∼ =

TIdOf−1(t), [f ]∼ = TIdOf−1(t+1). Otherwise, let also {ti}ni=1 = {ereceive(t′,t+1) ∈
Ereceive | t′ < t+ 1}; then γidle(t+ 1) is defined as

(Lfinal
[e]∼

,Mfinal
[e]∼

)
e1−→ · · · en−→ (L[f ]∼ ,M

final
[e]∼

)

where [f ]∼ = TIdOf−1(t+1), and the intermediate states of the computation fragment
are determined uniquely, according to Rule (Receive) of the operational semantics.

Finally, given two (finite) computation fragments γ, γ′, let us define γ · γ′ to be
the concatenation of the γ and γ′, provided that the last state of γ coincides with the
first state of γ′. Then, let img(TIdOf) = {tn}n∈N, and assume that for any i, j ≥ 0,
ti ≤ ti+j ; the computation γ is defined by letting

γ = γexec(t0)γidle(t1) · γexec(t1 · γidle(t2) · · ·

Next, we prove that the execution γ can be generated by the rules of the operational
semantics. Given a transition (L,M)

e−→ (L′,M ′), we perform a case analysis on which
rule of the operational semantics has been applied to derive the transition above. There
are only two non trivial cases to consider.

– (L,M)
e−→ (L′,M ′) because of Rule (Read). In this case, we know that opH(e) =

read(x, n), for some x, n, and this judgement belongs to γexec(ti) for some transac-
tion identifier ti; also, TIdOf([e]∼) = ti.
Let L(r) = (l, l′); we need to check that (i) l′ = (ti, start) · l′′ for some l′′, and (ii)
val(x, l · l′) = n. Statement (i) follows as an easy consequence of the Definition of
γexec(ti), whose first transition is inferred via Rule (Start), and from the fact that
TIdOf([e]∼) = ti.
For (ii), sinceA ∈ AbsPSI, we can employ Lemma 12and infer that either (a) n = 0
and PWx

AbsPSI(e) = ∅, or (b) op(maxhb(PW
x
AbsPSI(e)) = write(x, n).

In case (a), this means that there exists no event f such that op(f) = write(x, _)

and f
co−→ e, and no transaction [g]∼ such that [g]∼

hb/∼−−−→ [e]∼ and op(f) =
write(x, _) for some f ∈ [g]∼. Therefore, in γ(exec)(ti) there are no transitions

of the form (La,Ma)
f−→ (Lb,Mb) which precede (L,M)

e−→ (L′,M ′), and such



that opConcrete(A) = write(x, _). A trivial consequence of this fact is that l′ contains
no record of the form (ti, write(x, _)). Also, whenever tj is such that tj /∗hb ti, then
there exists no record of the form (tj , write(x, _)) which belongs to the transac-
tion log LogOfTrans(tj). By definition, then no record of the form (_, write(x, _))
belongs to l, and in particular tol · l′; also by definition, val(x, l · l′) = 0.
In case (b), let f := maxhb(PW

x
A(e), and assume that opH(f) = write(x, n). If

TIdOf([f ]∼ = TIdOf([e]∼) = ti, then the definition of γexec(ti) ensures that there
exists one record of the form (ti, write(x,m)) in l′; furthermore, it is the last record
of the form (_, write(x, _)) which appears in l′. Therefore, val(x, l · l′) = n.
If TIdOf([f ]∼) 6= TIdOf([e]∼), then there exists no record of the form
(_write(x, _)) which belongs to l′. Also, by (Wconflict), we know that the set of
transactions which write to object x and which precedes [e]∼, according to hb/∼, is
totally ordered. In particular, the set of transaction identifiers

{tj | tj /hb ti ∧ (tj , write(x, _)) appears in LogOfTrans(tj)}

is totally ordered according to /hb, Let t1 /hb t
2 /hb · · · /hb t

h be such a total order;
we have that

val(x, LogOfTrans(t1) · · · · · LogOfTrans(th)) = n

Finally, remember that we constructed the function TIdOf(·) so that whenever t/hbt
′.

Therefore, the order of the logs LogOfTrans(t1), · · · , LogOfTrans(th) is preserved
in l. Since the only records of the form (_, write(x, _) which appear in l belong to
one of the logs LogOfTrans(t1), · · · , LogOfTrans(th), then

val(x, l) = val(x, LogOfTrans(t1) · · · · · LogOfTrans(th)) = n

– (L,M)
e−→ (L′,M ′) because of Rule (Commit). We need to show that

canCommit(r, L) is satisfied. For any replica r, let L(r) = (lr, ε). We have to
prove that, whenever l′ contains a record of the form (ti, write(x, _)), and lr
also contains a record of the form (tj , write(x, _)), then l contains the record
(tj , write(x, _)). If lr contains the record (tj , write(x, _)), then such a record be-
longs to LogOfTrans(tj); also, tj < ti.
Since A ∈ AbsPSI (hence A satisfies (Wconflict)), then it has to be the
case that tj /∗hb ti. Therefore, it has to be the case that either ereceive(tj ,ti) ∈
Ereceive, or ereceive(tj ,th) ∈ Ereceive for some th such that ReplOfTrans(th) =
ReplOfTrans(ti), and tj /∗hb ti.
In both cases, we obtain that LogOfTrans(tj) has been received at ReplOfTrans(ti)
before transaction ti started, hence the record (tj , write(x, _)) belongs to l.

Finally, we need to verify that the execution γ we have constructed satisfies the
Transport Layer and Database Requirements (Figure 12). Property (OneStart) is sat-
isfied, since we defined TIdOf(·) to be one-to-one. Property (EndTr) is also satisfied,
since for any [e]∼inEA/∼, the transaction TIdOf([e]∼) eventually commits, via the
event ecommit(TIdOf([e]∼).

Property (NoSameRcv) is satisfied, because any receive event of the form
ereceive(t1,t2) requires that ReplOfTrans(t1) 6= ReplOfTrans(t2).



The definition of Ereceive also ensures that (OneRcv) is satisfied, since we require
that if ereceive(t1,t2) ∈ Ereceive, then there exists no t′ such that ReplOfTrans(t′) =
ReplOfTrans(t2), and t1 /∗hb t

′. In particular, this implies that there exists no t′ such that
ReplOfTrans(t′) = ReplOfTrans(t2), and ereceive(t1,t′) ∈ Ereceive.

Finally, Property (CDel) is also satisfied, because the order< over transaction iden-
tifiers is preserved by /∗hb, and messages which can be delivered to a given replica before
some transaction starts, are delivered in the order established by <.

E Proof of Theorem 2
To prove that a particular history is allowed by PSI it is sufficient to find a happens-
before relation such that extending the history with it yields an execution that satisfies
the consistency axioms in Figure 4. The happens-before can be intuitively thought of as
a witness that the history can be processed by the database according to the PSI rules.
However, a given history may have multiple such witnesses. For example, the valid
execution in Figure 13 will stay valid if we remove the two edges e hbA−−→ f and e hbA−−→
g. For reasons that will be apparent later, to prove Theorem 2, we need a mechanism
for finding a minimal happens-before that keeps a given execution valid. As it happens,
we can define such a mechanisms using the relations introduced in Definition 7.

Definition 18. The minimisation of A = ((E, op, co,∼), hb) is

µ(A) = ((E, op, co,∼), co ∪ 〈(co ∪ rf ∪ vo) \ ∼〉+∼).

Theorem 5. If A ∈ AbsPSI, then µ(A) ∈ AbsPSI. Furthermore, if all values written
in A are distinct:

∀e, f ∈ EA. op(e) = op(f) = write(_, _) =⇒ e = f,

then removing any edge from hbµ(A) yields an invalid execution.

For example, after removing the only edge from the execution A in Figure 13, we
obtain µ(A). Thus, only chain order, reads-from and version order edges in happens-
before actually matter for reproducing the outcome of a given history on PSI. Intuitively,
this is a consequence of the axiom (Reads), which determines the value fetched by a
read based solely on writes that happen before it, not reads.

e, op(e) = read(x, 0) f, op(f) = write(x, 5)

g, op(g) = read(x, 5)

hb

hbhb

Fig. 13. A valid abstract execution A that stays valid after removing the edges e
hbA−−→ f and

e
hbA−−→ g, yielding µ(A).



We prove Theorem 5 by reformulating the axiomatic PSI specification of §3, so that
as a witness for a history being allowed by PSI, we take the reads-from rf and version-
order vo relations rather than happens-before. Then, instead of consistency axioms in
Figure 4, we use the axioms in Figure 14, which define hb in terms of given rf and vo.
Theorem 5 is a corollary of the following lemma, which establishes the equivalence of
the two formulations.

Lemma 14. (i) If A = (H, _) ∈ AbsPSI, then the properties in Figure 14 hold for
rf = rfA and vo = voA.

(ii) IfH and rf, vo ⊆ EH×EH validate the properties in Figure 14, then (H, hb) ∈
AbsPSI for hb defined in Figure 14.

hb := (co ∪ 〈(co ∪ rf ∪ vo) \ ∼〉∼)+

vo is a union of total orders on writes to each object (VOwf)

∀e, f. e rf−→ f =⇒ ∃x, n. op(e) = write(x, n) ∧ op(f) = read(x, n) (RFwf1)

∀e1, e2, f. e1
rf−→ f ∧ e2

rf−→ f =⇒ e1 = e2 (RFunique)
hb ∪ rf ∪ vo is acyclic (Acycl)

¬∃e, f, g. e vo //

rf

44f hb // g (RFrecent)

∀e, x, n. op(e) = read(x, n) ∧ (¬∃f. f rf−→ e) =⇒

n = 0 ∧ ¬∃f. f hb−→ e ∧ op(f) = write(x, _) (RFexists)

Fig. 14. Alternative PSI consistency axioms, constraining a historyH = (E, op, co,∼) and given
reads-from and version-order relations rf, vo ⊆ E × E.

Proof. We prove the two statements separately.

(i) Suppose that A = (H, hbA) ∈ AbsPSI for some hbA ⊆ EA × EA; let hb be
defined according to Figure 14, taking rf = rfA and vo = voA. We prove that
each of the equations in Figure 14 is satisfied for rf := rfA, vo := voA.

– (VOwf): For any x ∈ Obj, define WRxA , {e ∈ EA | op(e) = write(x, _)},
and note that by definition voA =

⋃
x∈Obj (hbA ∩ (WRxA ×WRx

A)). Also, by
(Wconflict), for any x ∈ Obj the relation hbA ∩ (WRxA ×WRxA) is a total
order over WRxA, which means that (VOwf) is satisfied for vo = voA.

– (RFwf1): If e rfA−−→ f , then op(f) = read(x, n) for some object x. By
Lemma 13 it holds that e = maxhbA(PW

x
A(f)), which in turn gives that

op(e) = write(x,m) for some m. Now it follows from Lemma 12 that
m = n, so that (RFwf1) is satisfied for rf = rfA.

– (RFunique): If e1
rfA−−→ f , and e2

rfA−−→ f for some e1, e2, f , then by
Lemma 13 we have that f = read(x, _) for some x ∈ Obj, and e1 =
maxhbA(PW

x
A(f) = e2. Therefore, (RFunique) is satisfied for rf = rfA,



– (Acycl): By definition, we have that rfA ⊆ hbA, voA ⊆ hbA and coA ⊆
hbA. By Lemma 1, the transitivity of hbA, and because of (Atomic) and the
fact that (·)+ is a closure operator, we have that

〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\∼〉∼ ⊆ 〈hbA〉∼ ⊆ 〈hbA\∼〉∼ ⊆ hbA

where we exploited the fact that hbA is transitive by hypothesis. Since both
hb ⊆ hbA, rfA ⊆ hbA and voA ⊆ hbA, and since hbA is acyclic by hypoth-
esis, then hb ∪ rfA ∪ voA is also acyclic, as required by (Acycl).
By (Chains) we also know that coA ⊆ hbA; this inclusion, together with the
inclusion above, gives co ∪ 〈co ∪ rf ∪ vo\∼〉∼ ⊆ hbA, and by taking the
transitive closure of both sides of this inclusion we get

(co ∪ 〈co ∪ rf ∪ vo\∼〉∼)+ ⊆ hb+A ⊆ hb

– (RFrecent): Let e rfA−−→ g, e voA−−→ f
hb−→ g for some e, f, g ∈ EA. By

Lemma 13 we have that e = maxhbA(PW
x
Ag, which also gives that op(e) =

write(x, _). Since e voaexec−−−−→ f , we also have that op(f) = write(x, _), and

e
hbA−−→ f . This means that f /∈ PWx

A(g), which can be only in the case that

¬(f hbA−−→ g). Since we have already proved that hb ⊆ hbA, we also have that
¬(f hb−→ g). Therefore, (RFrecent) is satisfied for rf = rfA, vo = voA,

– (RFexists): Suppose that op(e) = read(x, n) and there exist no f such that

f
rfA−−→ e. By Lemma 13 it follows that maxhbA(PW

x
A(e)) ↑, and by Lemma

11 we infer that PWx
A(f) = ∅. we have that Whenever f hb−→ e then f hbA−−→ e,

and by definition of PWx
A(e) it is ensured that op(f) 6= write(x, _). Further,

by applying Lemma 12 we obtain that that n = 0. Therefore, (RFexists) is
satisfied for rf = rfA.

(ii) LetH be a history, and suppose that rf, vo are two relations overEH which satisfy
the axioms of Figure 14. We prove that each of the axiom of Figure 4 is satisfied
by the abstract execution A = (H, hb), where hb is defined according to Figure
14. Note also hb is acyclic because of (Acycl); it is also transitive by definition.

– (Chains): this axiom is trivially satisfied, by definition of hb,
– (Wconflict): let e, f ∈ EH be two events such that op(e) =
write(x, _), op(f) = write(x, _) for some x ∈ Obj. Assume that e 6= f .
We can safely assume that e 6≈ f , for otherwise we would have that either
e

coH−−→ f or f coH−−→, from which either e hb−→ f or f hb−→ e. Because of
(VOwf), either e vo−→ f or f vo−→ e. Without loss of generality, assume it is the

first case. We have that e
vo\≈−−−→ f , which can be weakened to e

vo\∼−−−→ f ; now
it is not difficult to see that e hb−→ f .

– (Atomic): It suffices to show that

〈(coH ∪ 〈(coH ∪ rf ∪ vo)\∼〉∼)\∼〉∼ ⊆ coH ∪ 〈(coH ∪ rf ∪ vo)\∼〉∼
then the result follows from Corollary 3. By simple algebraic manipulation,
and by Lemma 8 we can rewrite the LHS of the inclusion above as

〈(coH \ ∼) ∪ 〈(coH ∪ rf ∪ vo)〉∼\∼〉∼



since coH ⊆ ∼, we can further simplify the term above, leading to

〈〈coH ∪ rf ∪ vo〉∼)\∼〉∼

We can now apply Lemma 8, followed by Lemma 1, and rewrite the expres-
sion above as

〈coH ∪ rf ∪ vo〉∼\∼
Thus we have proved that

〈(coH ∪ 〈(coH ∪ rf ∪ vo)\∼〉∼)\∼〉∼ = 〈〈coH ∪ rf ∪ vo〉∼\∼〉∼ ⊆
coH ∪ 〈(coH ∪ rf ∪ vo)\∼〉∼

– (Reads): We actually prove that A satisfies (RFmax). Since we have already
proved that A satisfies (Wconflict), the result follows from Lemma 12. Let
then e ∈ EH be an event such that op(e) = read(x, n). By Lemma 11
either PWx

A(e) = ∅, or the event f := maxhb(PW
x
A(e) exists. Suppose that

PWx
A(e) = ∅;we have to show that n = 0. By definition there exists no event

f such that f hbA−−→ e and op(f) = write(x, _). In particular, there exists no
event f such that f rf−→ e. By (RFexists) we have that n = 0, as we wanted
to prove. Let now f = maxhb(PW

x
A(e) be defined. Since f ∈ PWx

A(e),
op(f) = write(x,m) for some m. We need to show that m = n. In practice,
it suffices to show that f rf−→ e, and the result follows because of (RFwf1).
First note that there exists an event g such that g rf−→ e, because otherwise by
(RFexists) we would have that PWx

A(e) = ∅, contradicting the hypothesis. By

definition of PWx
A(e), it has to be g ∈ PWx

A(A), hence g hb∗−−→ f . However,
it cannot be g hb−→ f ; in fact, this would lead to g vo−→ f

hb−→ e, and g rf−→ e,
contradicting axiom (RFrecent). Thus, f = g, which means that f rf−→ e.

Thus, we could have defined abstract executions in Definition 2 as (H, rf, vo) in-
stead of (H, hb), and used the axioms in Figure 14 instead of Figure 4. Such a specifica-
tion would be closer in style to the ones of weak consistency levels in SQL databases [2]
and shared weak memory models [4]. We found that working with the specification
based on happens-before was more convenient for proving Theorems 1 and the core
of 2, whereas the specification based on reads-from and version order was more appro-
priate for the proof of Theorem 5.

We construct the splicing of a given executionA required by Definition 6 as follows.

Definition 19. The splicing of A = ((E, op, co,∼), hb) is

splice(A) = ((E, op, co,≈A), co ∪ 〈(rf ∪ vo) \ ≈〉+≈A),

where ≈A = co ∪ co−1 ∪ IdE , according to Definition 6.

Intuitively, to construct the happens-before relation in splice(A), we first min-
imise the happens-before in A according to Definition 18. Then, since the new same-
transaction relation ≈A is larger than ∼A, to satisfy the axiom Atomic and to keep the
happens-before transitive, we factor it over ≈A and take the transitive closure.

Theorem 2 then follows from



Theorem 6. Given A ∈ AbsPSI, if the graph DCG(A) does not have critical cycles,
then splice(A) ∈ AbsPSI.

Including happens-before minimisation into the construction of splice(A) is crucial
for the above theorem to hold. Our proof of the theorem does not apply if we skip
minimisation and just factor hbA over ≈A and transitively close it; we conjecture that
doing so leads to invalid executions even when DCG(A) does not have critical cycles.

First, we give a representation of the labels that can be encountered in a dynamic
chopping graph, in terms of relations between transactions.

Definition 20 (Relations over Transactions). Let A be an abstract execution; we de-
fine the following relations over (EA)/∼ × (EA)/∼:

– SA = coA/∼ \ Id,
– PA = S−1A ,
– AA = adA/∼ \ ≈/∼,
– DA = (coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)/∼ \ ≈/∼,
– EA = SA ∪ PA ∪ AA ∪ DA

Note that, if we also let CA = DA ∪AA, then according to Definition 20 and Def-
inition 8 a critical cycle in DCG(A) corresponds to a cycle in Eµ(A) which contains a
subpath labelled as Cµ(A)Pµ(A)Cµ(A), and at most one Aµ(A) edge. Theorem Theorem
2 can be restated as follows.

Theorem 7. Let A ∈ AbsPSI be an abstract execution. If Eµ(A) does not contain any
critical cycle, then spliceA ∈ AbsPSI.

The proof of Theorem 7 is a consequence of lemmas 15, 16, 17, 20, and Corollary
6, which prove that the individual properties of any execution in A ∈ AbsPSI by the
operator splice(·), under the assumption that Eµ(A) does not contain a critical cycle.

Lemma 15. LetA be an abstract execution. Let hb′ = hbsplice(A). Then 〈(hb′)\≈〉≈ ⊆
hb′.

Proof. By Lemma 2 it suffices to show that 〈hb′\≈〉≈ ⊆ hb′\≈. By definition, hb′ =
coA ∪ 〈(rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉+≈. Therefore, we have to show that

〈(coA ∪ 〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈)\≈〉≈ ⊆ (coA ∪ 〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈)\≈

Since coA ⊆≈, the inclusion above reduces to

〈〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈\≈〉≈ ⊆ 〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈\≈

By Lemma Lemma 8 we have that

〈〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈\≈〉≈ = 〈〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈〉≈\≈

We can apply now Corollary 4 to the right hand side of the equation above, obtaining

〈〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈〉≈\≈ = 〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉+≈\≈

from which the inclusion we wanted to prove follows trivially.



Lemma 16. Let A be an abstract execution, and let hb′ = hbsplice(A). Then (hb′)+ ⊆
hb′.

Proof. Since co ⊆≈, and hb′ = co∪〈(rf∪vo)\≈〉+≈, the result follows from Corollary
5.

Lemma 17. Let A ∈ AbsPSI be an abstract execution, and let A′ = splice(A). Then
hbA′ satisfies Axiom (Wconflict).

Proof. Let e, f ∈ EA be two events such that op(e) = write(x, _), op(f) =
write(x, _)for some x ∈ Obj, and such that e 6= f . We need to show that either

e
hbA′−−−→ f , or f

hbA′−−−→ e.
By Axiom (Wconflict) (applied to the relation hbA, we know that either e hbA−−→ f ,

or f hbA−−→ e. Without loss of generality, we can assume that it is the case that e hbA−−→ f .
By definition, we have that e voA−−→ f . There are two possible cases:

– e ≈ f . In this case, note that it has to be the case that e
f−→. In fact, from e ≈ f and

e 6= f it follows that either e soA−−→ f of f coA−−→ e. But this last case is not possible,
for Axiom (Chains) would imply that f hbA−−→ e; together with e hbA−−→ f , which we
know to be true by hypothesis, we obtain a cycle in hbA contradicting the assumption

that A is an abstract execution. Therefore e coA−−→ f , and by construction e
hbA′−−−→ f ,

as we wanted to prove,
– e 6≈ f . By definition, we know that e vo−→ f . It is not difficult now to infer that
e ≈ e (rf ∪ vo)\≈ f ≈ f , from which it follows that e (coA ∪ 〈(rf ∪ vo)\≈〉≈)+ f .

But this is exactly e
hbA′−−−→ f , as we wanted to prove.

Lemma 18. LetA ∈ AbsPSI be an abstract execution, and letA′ = splice(A). If hbA′
has a cycle, then EA has a simple cycle which contains a subpath of the form DAPADA
and no edge AA.

Proof. First, note that since we are assuming that A ∈ AbsPSI, then by Theorem 5
µ(A) ∈ AbsPSI. By Lemma 16, we know that hbA′ is a transitive relation, so that
by Lemma 5 the existence of a cycle in hbA′ corresponds to the existence of an event

e such that e
hbA′−−−→ e. Since hbA′ = coA ∪ 〈(rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉+≈, and since coA ⊆

hbA, which is acyclic and transitive (hence irreflexive) by hypothesis, then it cannot be
e

coA−−→ e. Therefore, it has to be the case that e 〈(rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉+≈ e. Since, coA⊆≈,
then coA\≈ = ∅, hence we also have that e 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉+≈ e By Lemma 9
it follows that

[e]∼ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)/∼\≈/∼〉
+
≈/∼ [e]∼

which can be rewritten, using the notation introduced in Definition 20, as

[e]∼ 〈DA〉+≈/∼ [e]∼

By Lemma 5 this amounts to say that there exists a cycle in the relation 〈DA′〉≈/∼ =
≈/∼;DA′ ;≈/∼. It is well known from graph theory that a cycle in 〈DA〉≈/∼ can be



converted into a simple cycle. Furthermore, since the relation DA′ never relates two
elements [f ]∼, [f

′]∼ such that [f ]∼ (≈/∼) [f ′]∼, then such a simple cycle contains
at least an occurrence of the relation D. That is, there exist an index n > 0, and
[e1]∼, [e

′
1]∼, · · · , [e′n]∼, [e′]n∼ such that [e1]∼ = [e′n]∼ = [e]∼, and

[e1]∼ (≈/∼) [e
′
1]∼ DA e2 (≈/∼) · · · DA [en]∼ (≈/∼) [e′n]∼ (2)

Note that we have the equivalence (≈/∼) = SA′ ∪PA′ ∪ Id. To see why this is true, note
that

SA ∪ PA ∪ Id = (coA/∼\Id) ∪ ((coA/∼)
−1\Id) ∪ Id =

coA/∼ ∪ (coA/∼)
−1 ∪ Id = coA/∼ ∪ (co−1A )/∼ ∪ Id =

(coA ∪ co−1A ∪ Id)/∼ = ≈/∼

Thus, each of the (≈/∼)-edges in the Cycle (2) is either a SA′ -edge, a PA′ -edge, or a
Id-edge.

Note that if all (≈/∼)-edge in the Cycle (2) were either (SA ∪ Id)-edges, then there
would be a cycle in hbA, contradicting the hypothesis that A ∈ AbsPSI. To see why
this is true, note first that [f ]∼ SA [f ′]∼ if and only if f (coA\∼ f ′. This can be
proved easily by showing that the relation coA\∼ is atomic with respect to ∼, then
employing Lemma 3. Note also that [f ]∼ Id [f ′]∼ if and only if f ∼ f ′. Now we have
that coA\∼ ∪ ∼ = co∪ ∼, so that [f ] (SA ∪ Id) [f ′]∼ if and only if f (coA ∪ ∼) f ′.
Finally, note that if [f ]∼ (DA) [f ′]∼, then f (coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA) f

′, which means

that f hbA−−→ f ′. Also, f 6≈ f ′, and since ∼⊆≈ we also have that f 6∼ f ′. Therefore,

f
hbA\∼−−−−→ f ′ The Cycle (2) can be rewritten as

e1 ( coA ∪ ∼)e′1 (hbA\∼) e2 ( coA ∪ ∼) · · ·
· · · (hbA\∼) en ( coA ∪ ∼)e′n (3)

For any i = 1, · · · , n, we have two possible cases:

– ei coA e
′
i, which means that ei

hbA−−→ e′i because of Axiom (Chains); Also, e′i
hbA\∼−−−−→

ei+1, which can be weakened to e′i
hbA−−→ ei+1; by the transitivity of hbA, we have

that ei
hbA−−→ ei+1,

– ei ∼ e′i, in which case the fact that e′i
hbA\∼−−−−→ ei+1, and Axiom (Atomic), lead to

ei
hbA−−→ ei+1.

We can also prove that en−1
hb−→A e1 in a way similar to the one above, using the fact

that e′n ∼ e1. We have proved that we can rewrite Cycle (3) as

e1
hbA−−→ e2

hbA−−→ hbA−−→ · · · en−1
hbA−−→ e1 (4)

that is, that the relation hbA has a cycle.
We have proved that Cycle (2) contains at least a PA-edge. Also, it contains at least

a DA-edge by construction, In order to show that this cycle has a subpath of the form



DAPADA it is sufficient to show that it contains at least a second DA-edge; recall, in
fact, that Cycle (2) alternates DA-edges with (SA ∪ PA ∪ Id) edges.

’To prove that Cycle (2) has at least two DA edges, suppose that Cycle (2) has only
one DA-edge. Then (2) can be rewritten as [e1]∼ (≈/∼) [e′1]∼ DA [e2]∼ (≈/∼) [e′2]∼,
where [e′2]∼ = [e1]∼. Recall that, for i = 1, 2, [ei]∼ (SA ∪ PA ∪ Id) [e′i]∼ is equivalent
to [ei]∼ (≈/∼ [e′i]∼; also, [e′1]∼ DA [e2]∼ implies that ¬([e1]∼ (≈/∼) [e′1]∼). Since
≈/∼ is an equivalence ( Lemma 9), it follows that ¬([e1]∼ (≈/∼) [e2]∼, leading to a
contradiction.

Corollary 6. Let A ∈ AbsPSI be an abstract execution, and let A′ = splice(A). If
hbA′ has a cycle, then Eµ(A) has a simple cycle which contains a subpath of the form
Dµ(A)Pµ(A)Dµ(A) and no edge Aµ(A).

Proof. This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 18, and the fact that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between DA and Dµ(A) edges, and similarly between PA (SA) and
Pµ(A) (Sµ(A)) edges.

Lemma 19. For any abstract execution A ∈ AbsPSI, hbµ(A) ⊆ hbsplice(A).

Proof. Recall that hbµ(A) = (coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\∼〉∼)+, and hbsplice(A) =
coA ∪ 〈(rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉+≈. By Corollary 5, and using the fact that co ⊆≈, hence
co\ ≈= ∅, we can rewrite hbsplice(A) as

hbsplice(A) = (coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉≈)+

Then, in order to prove that hbµ(A) ⊆ hbsplice(A), it suffices to prove that

(coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\∼〉∼) ⊆
(coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉≈)

the result then follows from the fact that (·)+ is a closure operator.
Suppose then that e (coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\∼〉∼) f . There are

two possibilities: (i) either e
co−→ f , from which it follows trivially that

e (coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉≈) f , or (ii) there exist e′ ∼ e, f ′ ∼ f such

that e′ 6∼ f ′ and e′
(coA∪rfA∪voA)−−−−−−−−−−→ f ′. Note that we also have that e ≈ e′, f ≈ f ′; now

we have two possible sub-cases:

– e′ 6≈ f ′, in which case e ≈ e′
(coA∪rfA∪voA)−−−−−−−−−−→ f ′ ≈ e, or equivalently

e 〈(coA ∪ voA ∪ rfA)\≈〉≈ f ,
– e′ ≈ f ′; in this case we also have that e ≈ f . Theorem 5 ensures that hbµ(A) ∈
AbsPSI, hence hbµ(A) is acyclic. A consequence of this is that hbµ(A)∩≈ = coA,
from which it follows that ecoAf , hence e(coA ∪ 〈(coA ∪ rfA ∪ voA)\≈〉≈).

Lemma 20. Let A be an abstract execution in AbsPSI, and suppose that hbsplice(A) is
acyclic. If splice(A) does not satisfy (RFmax), then there exists two transactions [e]∼,

[f ]∼ such that [e]∼
Aµ(A)−−−−→ [f ]∼ such that [f ]∼

(D;≈/∼)∗;Pµ(A);(D;≈/∼)∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [e]∼,



Proof. First note that µ(A) ∈ AbsPSI, by Theorem 5. If splice(A) does not sat-
isfy (RFmax), then there exist e, x, n such that op(e) = read(x, n) and either (i)
PWx

splice(A)(e) = ∅ and n 6= 0, or (ii) let f ; = maxhbsplice(A)
PWx

splice(A)(e), then
op(f) = write(x,m) for some m 6= n.

First, we note that case (i) is not possible. In fact, by Lemma 19 we know that
hbµ(A) ⊆ hbsplice(A), from which it follows that PWx

µ(A)(e) ⊆ PWx
splice(A)(e). There-

fore, PWx
splice(A)(e) = ∅ implies that PWx

µ(A)(e) = ∅. Since µ(A) ∈ AbsPSI, by
Lemma 12 it satisfies (RFmax); we have that read(x, n) = op(e) = read(x, 0), hence
n = 0.

Therefore, it has to be case (ii). In this case we have that e
adµ(A)−−−−→ f . In fact,

since f = maxhbsplice(A)
PWx

splice(A)(e), hbmu(A) ⊆ hbsplice(A), and PWx
µ(A)(e) ⊆

PWx
splice(A)(e), it follows that f is an upper-bound for PWx

µ(A)(e), with respect to

hbµ(A); ∀f ′ ∈ PWx
µ(A)(e).f

′ hbµ(A)−−−−→ e. We also have that f /∈ PWx
µ(A)(e), be-

cause otherwise it would be f = maxhbµ(A)
(PWx

µ(A)(e)); since op(f) = read(x,m),
where m 6= n, this would contradict the hypothesis that µ(A) satisfies (RFmax). Since
f /∈ PWx

µ(A)(e), and op(f) = write(x,m), by definition of PWx
µ(A)(e) it follows that

¬(f
hbµ(A)−−−−→ e. At this point we have that op(f) = write(x,m), op(e) = read(x, n)

and ¬(f
hbµ(A)−−−−→ e), which by definition is e

adµ(A)−−−−→ f .
Since op(f) = write(x,m), op(e) = write(x, n), then e 6= f . Also, since

f
hbsplice(A)−−−−−→ e, it cannot be e

cosplice(A)−−−−−→ f , for this would contradict the hypoth-
esis that hbsplice(A) is acyclic; since cosplice(A) = coA = coµ(A), we have that

¬(e
coµ(A)−−−−→ f). Also, it cannot be f

coµ(A)−−−−→ e, for this would imply that f
hbµ(A)−−−−→ e,

hence f ∈ PWx
µ(A)(e), which we already proved to be false. Thus, e, f are not related

by Id, co, nor by co−1; as a consequence e 6≈ f . We have proved that e
adµ(A)−−−−→ f , and

e 6≈ f . That is, [e]∼
Aµ(A)−−−−→ [f ]∼.

Since f
hbsplice(A)−−−−−→ e, and [f ]≈ 6= [e]≈, we can find a sequence of events

g0, g
′
0, · · · , gk, g′k such that f = g0 ≈ g′0

(hbµ(A)\≈/∼)−−−−−−−−−→ g1 ≈ g′1
((hbµ(A)\≈/∼)−−−−−−−−−→

· · ·
(hbµ(A)\≈/∼)−−−−−−−−−→ gk ≈ g′k = e. there exist two events f ′, e′ such that f ′ ≈ f , e′ ≈ e.

This implies that there exists a path from [f ]∼ to [e]∼ of the form [f ]∼
(Dµ(A)≈/∼)∗−−−−−−−−→

[e]∼. It remains to show that, in the path [f ]∼
(Dµ(A)≈/∼)+−−−−−−−−→ [e]∼, at least one edge is

labelled as Pµ(A). We can proceed in the same way of Lemma Lemma 18, show-
ing that if there were no Pµ(A) edges in the path above, then it would follow that

[f ]∼
(hbµ(A))/∼−−−−−−−→ [e]∼; since we already know that f 6≈ e, hence ¬([f ]∼ ≈/∼ [e]∼),

it has to be the case that f
(hbµ(A)\≈)−−−−−−−→ e, from which f

hbµ(A)−−−−→ e follows trivially. But

this contradict the assumption that e
adµ(A)−−−−→ f ; therefore, at least one edge in the path

[f ]∼
(Dµ(A)≈/∼)+−−−−−−−−→ [e]∼ has to be labelled as Pµ(A).


